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Pre-trial release is an important and complex aspect of the criminai proceedings. 

The grounds for denying it must be suongly based on genuine concerns related to the best 

interests of society. This thesis deds with the grounds for denying bail in the Canadian 

criminal justice system, paticularly the vaiidity of the tertiary ground provided by S. 

515(10)(c) of the Canadian Criniinal Code. It attempts to show that the current tertirtry 

gound that denies bail basically for the purpose of maintainhg public confidence in the 

administration of justice entails a high risk of the individuals' rights k ing abused, due to 

its vague and broad criteria against the constitutional guarnntees. The thesis however 

supports the principk underlying the tertiary ground, that is the need of the criminai 

justice system to rely on public confidence. The importance of this principle is shown by 

the analysis of release on bail in the criminal justice system of Albania. The experience 

of Albania shows thrit, due eo lack of confidence in the administration of justice, people 

mort  to self heip merisures. This c m  be catastrophic to the very existence of rule of law. 

ConsequentIy, the thesis argues that there must be a tertiiuy ground for denying bail, 

based on the need to respond to public expectations of the criminal justice system. At the 

sarne time, however, it should also minimize the risk that individuai rîghts might be 

abused. 

The thesis also compares the legd framework of pm-trial relelise in Albania to 

bail rules in Canada with the purpose of suggesting other ways to support the principle 



enunciated in the tertiary ground. It proposes changes to the current frarnework of pre- 

triai release in Albania, including the creation of a criminal offense for the failure to 

comply with the court's order to appew, as well as the provision of sureties for 

supervision. Given the conclusion on the importance of a ground that fosters the value 

of maintenance of public confidence in the administration of justice, the thesis aiso 

proposes a new version of the tertiary ground applicable only to cases of extreme 

violence that is shocking to the conscience of the community. 
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Rationaie and Organization of the Thesis 

This thesis explores the Canadian Iaw of bail, particuIarly the Ie;al ;rounds for detention, 

and compares them to the grounds for justifying detention in the Albanian criminal justice 

system. The principai focus is on the tertiary ground for denying bail in S. 515(1O)(c) of the 

Canadian Crirninal Code. This provision pennits bail to be denied when it is necessary in order 

ro maintain public confidence in the administration of justice. Until the adoption of the tertiary 

ground in 1997, bail could be denied only for the purposes of avoiding the risk of non- 

appearance of the accused for triai and the risk of committing further criminai offenses while at 

Iibeny, or interfering with the administration of justice. 

The constitutionality of this provision is subject to debate. Legal scholars argue that S. 

515(10)(c) violates the individual's right not to be denied bail without just cause as provided by 

S. 1 L(e) of the Canadian Charter of Rights and Freedoms, as well as the constitutional principle 

of the presumption of innocence.' However, so far the courts have not been persuaded of this 

view. The constitutiondity of this provision is currently beiore the Supreme Court of Canada, 

which will likely settIe the matter once and for dI.' 

' Gary T. Trotter. The Law of Bail in Canada, 2nd ed., (Scarb. Ont.: Carsweil. 1999), pp. 163-165; Tim Quigley, 
Procedure in Canadian Crirninal Law, LScarb- Ont: Carswell. 1997). pp. 253-154; Ioei 1. Kitz, The Art of Bail. 
Stniew and Pnctice, (Butterworths, Canada Ltd., 1999) pp. 35-36- 

' ~ h e  case of R. v. Hall. [2000j OJ. No. 3188 (Ont- C A). 
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This thesis explores these main issues: 

(1) The vaiidity of the current tertiary gound from the perspective of the process of 

deveiopment of the institution of bail in Canada, as well as from a constitutionai perspective; 

(2) The scope of application of the principle of the tertiary ground in Albania based 

on an evaluation of bail in the criminal justice system of Albania; and 

(3) Whether there is a need for a new tertiary gound. 

In relation to the first issue, 1 argue that due to its vague and brorid language, S. 

515(10)(c) of the Cnnadian Crirninal Code does not amount to a just cause for denying bail, as 

required by S. 1 I(e) of the Charter. Consequently, it must be modified. However, rhere is a 

valid concern ernbodied in the tertiaty p u n d ,  related to the need of the criminal justice systern 

to maintain public confidence in the administration of justice. The importance of this concern is 

show by the analysis of the second issue, namely bail in the criminal justice system of Albania 

In relation to this issue, 1 maintain chat the anaiysis of the situation in Albania shows that 

a p a t e r  power to detain can be abused and misused, resulting in the loss of public confidence in 

the administration of justice. In this situation people may mort to actions of self help. People 

taking the law in their hands could be catastrophic and consequentiy it is essential that the 

criminal justice system inspires confidence. I argue that public confidence in the administntion 

of justice is maintained aiso by exening properly the powers under the primary and secondary 

grounds. However, my conclusion is that despite the inherent legal controversies, the tertiary 

ground is needed to denounce crimes involving such violence that shocks the conscience of the 
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community. In order to rninirnize the risk of abusing the rights of the accused, 1 propose a new 

tertiary ground that applies only to the most serious offenses involving extreme violence. 

The comparison between Canada and AIbania is not casual. The concem behind the 

tertiary ground, that is the need of the crirninal justice system ta maintain the confidence and 

trust of the public, is currently a very topical issue in Albania, where the criminal justice system 

operates without the trust of, or support by, the public. Atso, the niles on pre-trial reiease are 

newly estabiished and there are many gaps influencing the effective application of this measure. 

Being aware of the legal and social differences between Canada and Albania, 1 use the 

comparison also for offering suggestions with regard to the reparation of some of these gaps 

based on bail rules in Canada. 

The choice of bail as the focus of my thesis is related to the importance of pre-trial 

release in guannteeing a fair crirninal process, compatible with the constitutional principles that 

protect individuals' fundamental rights. The underlying principle of release of the accused on 

bail is associated not only with the human aspect of the issue. Rdease on bail is important not 

only for the purposes of lessening the suffeRng of the accused where there are no reasons for it. 

Release on bail seerns to point to other benefits. Different studies performed on the effects of 

pre-tria1 detention have show that it may significantly affect the outcome of the trial. 

According to these studies, people who are detained in jail until trial are more IikeIy to be found 

guilty compared to accused people who are reIeased. 

National Council of WeIfare, Justice and the Poor, (Ottnwrt- Ministry of Pcblic Works and Government Services, 
Canada 2000). p. 30. 
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One of the reasons for such an effect is that the status of the "pre-trial detainee" pu t~  a 

negative label on the accused person, because people who have not been uied are only supposed 

to be detained as a last resort. Moreover, accused people who are detained in jail are prevented 

in many ways from helping their own cause, such as, finding lawyers and communicating with 

them, searching for evidence or witnesses, finding a job in order to give a good impression to the 

court, reimbursing money they stole or engaging in volunteer activities.' Another negative effect 

of detention is related to the fact that, faced with the possibility of spending weeks or months in 

jaiI until trial, people accused of minor offenses are very ternpted to plead guilty even if they are 

innocent. Others, accused of more serious offenses against which they have a valid defense, 

might calculate that after a rnonth or two of pre-trial detention rhey will get out of jail faster if 

they pleaded guilty, given the fact that in these cases the tirne spent dunn; the pre-trial detention 

period is usually taken into account in the eventuai sentence. ' 

The negative effects of the pre-trial detention for the accused's case are also observed at 

the sentencing. Sources show that accused that have been detained during the pre-trial 

proceedings are more Iikely to be found guilty than the accused that are released. According to 

these data, detention is prejudicial to the sentencing of the ac~used.~ Given al1 these factors, it is 

essentid that bail be denied only for vaiid reasons. 

Cd. 

6 Mutin L. FnedIand, Detention before Trial: A studv of crises tried in the Toronto Maeistntes' Court, (Toronto: 
University of Toronto Press. 1965). pp. 1 17-124. 
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The thesis is divided in 5 chapters. The first chapter presents the historical evolution of 

the institution of bail in Canada. The aim of this chapter is to set out the main principles 

underlying the bail system in Canada, as embodied in the cornmon law niles and the statutory 

provisions. Tt provides the necessary framework to evaluate the primary and secondary -munds 

for detention, as well as the tertiary ground, It includes an overview of the process of 

development of the institution of bail in Canada, from its outset m i l  the current statutory 

modifications of the grounds for justifying detention. 

The second chapter analyzes the primary and secondary grounds for justifying detention, 

as provided by ss. 5L5(LO)(a) and (b) of the Criminal Code in its current form. The intention of 

this chapter is to delineate the aspects of "just cause" for denying bail with regard to the first two 

grounds of detention. It also explores the idea that the accomplishment of the goals of the 

primary and secondary grounds for denying bail addresses part of the concem embodied in the 

tertiary gound, namely to maintain public confidence in the administration of justice. 

The third chapter deals with the meaning of the concept of "public interest" as interpreted 

by the Canadian courts in the relevant criminal cases. Tt focuses principally on the defects of this 

eerm as identified by the Supreme Court of Canada in the case of R. v.  morale^.^ The airn of this 

chapter is to identify the main criteria based on which the Supreme Court of Canada stnick down 

7 <1992), 17 CR. (4th) 74 (S.C.C.). 
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the ground of "public interest" as  contrary to S. 1 l(e) of the Charrer? These criteria are relied 

upon to analyze the tertiary gound for detention under S. 515(10)(c). 

The fourth chapter analyzes the tertiary ground for detention. The intention of this 

chapter is to show the incompatibility of the content of this provision with the criteria of 'ljust 

cause" as required by S. Il@) of the Charter. It shows that the current tertiary ground is only 

rinother version of the 'pubIic interest" gound, stmck d o m  by the Supreme Court of Canada for 

being vague and overbroad. Besides the analysis of the tertiary ground for detention as provided 

by S. 515(10)(c), this chapter also deals with the principal question, namely whether there is 

rictually a valid reason for supponing the adoption of a third ground for denying bail in addition 

to the primary and secondary grounds. 

The fifth chapter offers a comparative analysis between Canada and Albania in relation to 

the grounds for justifying detention. It focuses on the deficiencies of the Albanian bail system 

and its public image. Based on this analysis, it argues that maintaining public confidence in the 

administration of justice is very important for the proper functioning of the ainiinal justice 

system. It shows also that a greater power to detain could be abused and that this would 

undermine the respect and cmfidence of the public in the administration of justice. 

Finally, the last part of the thesis offers a s u m a r y  and conciusic?ns. Based on the 

conclusions of each uf the previous chapters, this part offers final arguments with regard to the 

8 According to this secuan any penon chxged with an offense has the ri@ not to be denied reasonable bail witfiout 
just cause. John B. Laskin et al, The Canadian Charter of Rinhts Annotated, Vol. 4 (Ont: Canada Law Book. 
1982). S. 1 l(e). 

-6 - 
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validity of îhe current t e r t i q  gound for detention. ui the light of these conclusions, as well as 

the malysis of the situation in Albania, this part also provides suggestions with re;ard to the 

application of a new teniary ground in the Canadian legai system. 
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THE EIISTORICAL DEVELOPhlElVT OF THE INSTlTUTtON OF BAlL IN THE CANADUN 
CWibllNAL JUSTICE SYSTEM 

1.1 Introduction 

The historicril development of the institution of bail in Canada shows an active process of 

transformation of its basic principles. This is especially noticeable with regard to the gounds for 

denying bail. The underlying principles for justiiying derention have evo!ved significandy 

during the years. The most important changes are obviously marked by the common law 

decisions dated since the English regirne. The fundamental principles established by these 

decisions have k e n  codified later by the legislative acts of the Canadian Parliament. 

The provision of the nght not ta be denied reasonabte bail without just cause in s- 1 l(e), 

of the Charter? is perhaps the most distinctive achievement in the process of development of the 

bail institution in the Canadian criminai systern. it is a clear recognition OC the importance of the 

institution of bail in a fair criminai justice system. However, in the evolution of bail in Cana&, 

substmtid legislative changes have nised questions with regrird to their relationship with the 

traditional bail rules. This is related to the amendment in 1997 of the Criminai Code, 

sanctioning a new gound for denying bail based on the need to maintain public confidence in the 
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administration of justice. The new ground is not very welcomed among legai scholars and 

supporters of the strict application of the principles of due process. 

This chapter andyses Canadian bail principles from their genesis in Engiish Iaw until the 

adoption of the Bail Reform Acr in 1972. The abrogation of the "public interest" as a ground for 

denying bail and the adoption of a new ground in 1997 are mdyzed in chapters üI and IV, The 

intention of this chapter is to provide a framework against which to anaiyze the topics of the 

other chripters. It shows that from one single public interest underlying initially the refusal of 

release on bail, the current bail system rests on several principles, not al1 of which ;ire based on a 

historica1 bric kground. 

1.2 Historical framework 

1.2.1 The influence of the English law 

The application of bail in the Canadian criminal system has its genesis in English 

cornmon law, There seems to be not very accurate data a b u t  the exact period of time when bail 

was k t  introduced to the English common law. According to James Fitzjmes Stephen, the 

Bght to be bailed in certain cases is as oId as the law of England itself? However, the earhest 

Jmes Fitzjames Stephen, A Aistorv of the Criminai Law in Enyland, Vol. 1. (Macmillan and Co., London. 1886), 
at p. 233. 

- 9  - 
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precedents m found in the English criminal system mund  the 13th century.'O It is not clear 

what the incentives were for the establishment of this institution in these early times, but 

historical sources suggest t h t  release of the accused on bail was nlnted to the cost of keeping 

accusec! persons in prisons, as well as the ease of escaping €rom the prisons of this era." The 

power to admit the accused on bail was ,anted to the sheriffs who were the local representatives 

of the Crown. 

As Pollock and Maitland wrute, it was very uncommon to keep the accused in prison. 

There was an inclination on the part of sheriffs to discharge the responsibility of keeping a watch 

over the prisoners by handing them over to their Friends. They argueci that the need to establish 

relense on bail emerged as a redistic response of the Iimited economical and social resources of 

the EngIish criminal regime in the 12th and 13th century." 

Regarding the codified laws, there rire not rnany identifiable sources that could be relied 

on for a better understanding of the bail principies in tbis en. A Statute enacted in 1275 during 

the r e i ~  of Edward 1, entitIed rhe Statirte of Wesminsier 1, is the earliest identifiable source.15 

The provisions of this statute attempted to define more clearly the rules about relerise and 

detention of the accused. They were actually considered to lx more severe than the comrnon iaw 

rules with regard to reIease of the accused, especidly if the charges were high trerison, murder or 

'O Gary T. Trotter. see note 1, at p. 3. Sir James Fîtzjames Stephen, id., at p. 234 

" Frederick Pollock and Frederic W. MaitIand, The Historv of the Enelish Law, 2nd Edition, Vol. 2, (Cambridge 
University Ress, 1968). at p. 584. See dso Roger E. Salhany, Canadian Criminal Procedure, 6th edition, (Cmadian 
Law Books Inc- Ontaria 1994), at p. 4-1. 

'' Frederick PoIlock and Frederic W. Maifland, id, at p. 584. 

l3 Gay T. Tmtter, see note 1, at p. 4. 
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mutilation. The Statute intended to repair the ilt-defined powers of the sheriffs with regard to the 

release on bail. These powers had led to abuses of the right of the accused regarding release on 

bail." 

The Statute restricted the nurnber of offenses where bail could be granted. It divided 

offenses into bailable and non-bailable, Upon providing sufficient sureties" in the case of 

bailabie offenses, bail could not be refused- As Pollock and Maitland argtred. the law was 

pdual ly  growing less favorable to release.'TThese statutory rules became the Law of bail For the 

coming centuries. 

Between 1275-1444 the shenffs' powers to deal with relerise on bail had been to rt great 

cxtent tnnsfemd to the jusrices of  the peace. Also, û series of statues were passed in the 17th 

and 18th centuries, which did noc bnng much changes on the subject.17 In 1826 another stntute 

was adopted, entitled Criminal Jusrice Act, which repealed al1 the previous statutes. It also 

abrogated the difference betwcen bailable and non-bailable offenses.'The Act generally did not 

restrict the power of the justices of the peace to gant and refuse bail in cases of felonies or 

misdemeanors, but it confmed the power to grant b d  in cases of treason to a Secretq of State 

or the High Court.19 According to a later Iegislauve act, nameiy the Indictable OJfenses Act, 

I4 James Fiizjames Stephen, see note 9, at p. 734. 

'' According to Gary T. Trotter, a surety is an individual who is usually weU-known CO the accused and who 
acknowledges a dek to the Crown which is defeasible upon the fuIfilIment of certain conditions. the prim;uy one 
king to secure the mendance of the accused in court. See note 1,  at p. 277- 
IO Frederick Pollock and Fredenc W. Maithnd, see nore I l ,  at p. 585- 

'7~iunes Fitzjmes Stephen, sec note 9, at p. 238. 

ls Id 
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1848, the speciai power and discretion of the judges with regard to certain feIonies and 

misdemeanors made it nonetheless obligatory on a judge to bail in cases of commitment for trial 

for a misdernean~r.~ The rules established in this Act constitute the substance of the law of bail 

in England today." 

1.2.2 Canadian paiterns 

The ahove rules reguding the discretion of judges and the right to bail in cases of 

misdemeanors were also implemented in the Canadian criminal systern until 1869. At that time, 

a new Act came into force as part of the first federal criminal legislation package, Air Act 

Respecting the Dri fies of Justices, orit of Sessions, in relation tu Persons cizarged witlz Indictable 

Oflenses." According to the provisions of this Act, a Justice of the Peace jointly with some other 

Justice of the Peace could gant bail in cases: 

... whete the evidence adduced was in the opinion of such Justice sufficient to put such an 
accused party on his triai but does not fumish such a strong presurnption of guilt as to 
w m t  his cornmitta1 for triai, the Justice, jointly with some other Justice of the Peace, 
may admit such person to bail upon his procuring and producing such surety or sureties 
as in the opinion of the two Justices will be sufficient to ensure the appemnce of the 
persor; charged, at the time and place when and where he ou@ to be tried for the 
offense.. 

S C  1848, S. 23. 
LI Rager E. Sahany. see note LI, at p. 4-2. 

S.C. 1869, c. 30. 

" Id. at S. 52. 
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This provision suggests that the procuring and producing of such sureties that wouid 

suficiently ensure the appearance of the accused at the trial was the only requirernent for release 

on bail. There were no provisions in the Act dealing with requirements related to concerns that 

another offense would be committed upon the accused's release, or that the accused would be a 

threat to the safety of the public. 

This Act modified the English rule that bail was a matter of nght in cases of 

misdemeanors. According to S. 53 of the Act, in al1 cases of felony, or suspicion of felony, other 

than treason or felony punishable with death, or felony under the Act for the Better Protection of 

the Crown and of the Govemment and in al1 cases of misdemeanor, any Supenor or County 

Judge in Iiis discretion could order a party comrnitted for trial to be admitted to bail." The Act 

prohibited Justices of the Peace from ganting bail for offenses such as trerison or felony 

punishable with death. However, it recognized the power of the judges of a Superior Court of 

Criminai Jurisdiction to gant bail in these cases. 

Thus, the discretionary powers of the Canadian judges with regard to the release on bail 

remained unirnpaired even after the adoption of these statutory niles. However, the attitude of 

Canadian courts in the cases of bail application, at the end of the 19th century and the beginning 

of the 20th century, reflects a clear reliance on the approach that the reason for committing 

persons to prisons is to ensure their appearance in triai.?s 

"rd.. at S. 53 [emphasis added]. 
3 R. W. Srewan (1900), 4 C.C.C. 13 1, (Man. QB.) at p. 133, Erparte Fortier (l9OZ). 6 CCC. 191 (Que. K-B.), R v. 
Gotfiedcoa (1906). 10 C.C.C. 239 (B.C. Co. CL), R. v.Rae (19 14),23 C.C.C. 266 (Ont RC-)- 
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1.2.2.a. Bail in murder cases 

Looking back at the first cases where bail principles have been established, initially bail 

could not be ganted in murder cases, except in very extrerne circumstances. This was first 

established in R. v. Chapman,'6 which dates to the beginning of the 19th century. Here the 

Oxford Assizes, before Lord Abinger, denied release on bail of an accused facing charges of 

murder arguiiig that in such a case, where a bill of murder has been found by the Grand Jury, the 

accused could not be admitted to bail. Although he accepted the fact that this was a matter of 

discretion, he noted that it was a discretion that it had never been exercised." He knew of no 

case in which it was ever done previously. 

The principle established in the Chapman case was reaffirmed in Tiie Qrteen v. M r t r p v  

where the Supreme Court of Nova Scotia dismissed the application of the principal accused, Mr. 

Murphy, for bail, stating that the Court wouid not have consented to admit to bail, no matter how 

Iarge the arnount. The Court argued that the reason for this was related to the fact that an 

accused charged with murder could not be admitted to bail, unIess under very extreme 

circurnstances, as where facts were brought before the Court to show that the Bill of indictrnent 

could not be sustained." 

?6 (1838). 173 E. R., Full Reprint 617 (KB.). 

f7 Id., af p. 620. 

(1853), 2 N.S.R. 158 (N.S.S.C.). 

Id. at p. 159. 
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The denial of bail in murder cases was not merely related to the fear that, being faced 

with such serious charges, the accused would abscond. The fact that the punishment for murder 

charges was capital was also influential. There could be little concern for the procedural rights 

of the accused given the fact that he or she would have k e n  executed at the end of the process if 

Found guilty. This can be seen from the scarce reasoning given by judges with regard to the 

ntionale for this rule. The above two decisions did not elabomte on the issue of the purpose of 

the mie; it was taken for p n t e d  that in murder cases bail should be denied. At the beginning of 

the 19th century, the bail system was characterized by its punitive focus. The denial of bail for 

accused charged with murder was an attempt to punish the accused before conviction. 

With the emerging of concems for a Fair proceduml process, the rule established for 

murder cases was reconsidered, In R. v. Rae,'O a m e  bill of murder had been found against the 

accused. Regarding the issue of bail, the Supreme Court of Ontario, expressed concems about 

the rigidity of the bail rule in murder cases but found itself bound by this rule. Mr. Justice 

Meredith for the Court stated: 

The stnctness of the practice against adrnitting to bail in murder cases under 
ordinary circumstances is maintained through al1 the cases, that 1 have read, in this 
country, in England, in Ireland, and in the United States of America; and though it may 
be that, having regard to the growing wider range and efficiency of the extradition Iaw 
generally, and other circumstances making escape from justice more difficult, as well as 
the growing greater regard for the iiberty of the subject not convicted of crime, that 
strictness rnay be somewhat mitigated, the cases as they stand compel me to rehse this 
application ~ o w . ~ '  

See note 25. 

" Id. at p. 270. 
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Release on bail in murder cases was seen in a more flexible way by Canadian judges at 

the beginning of the 20th century, restricting it only for the purposes of appearance of the 

accused at uid. If the accused appeared reIiable for these purposes, the charges of rnurder would 

no& supersede this finding. According to Trotter the reduction of the rigidity in the appkation of 

the bail rule in murder cases is related to the aboiishment of the capital punishment in Canada in 

Iuly 1976:' 

In R. v. Hawken? the British Columbia Supreme Court granted bail to an accused 

charged with murder, on the ground that he was found reliable for the purposes of the primary 

ground, that is, appearing in court for the hearings of his case. Ah. Justice Farris for the Court 

argued that. principally, it is a duty of the Judge dealing with the application for bail in murder 

cases eo consider the evidence taken in the prelirninary hearing as well as other circumstances, 

such ris the chance for the accused to abscond." According to hirn, if the evidence does not 

justify a committd or is so weak that there are little chances of conviction, or thete is no chance 

for the accused not to appear in court, bail should be granted?' 

In R. v. S r e ~ a n , ~ ~  the Court granted bail to an accused charged with murder based on the 

argument that there were suffkient grounds to trust the accused for the purposes of appearing in 

court. ML Justice Major argued: 

32 Gary Trotter, see nate 1. at p. 127. The change of the rule of bai1 in rnurder cases is discussed also in the next 
chapter in ihe analysis of the primary gmund for detention. 

" (1944). 81 C.C.C. 90 (B.C.S.C.). 

Id., at p. 86. 

'* Id 
l6 (1946), 86 C.C.C. 318 (KB.). 
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1 mdce no comment on the justification of the Magistrate in committing the 
accused for trial nor as to the strength or weakness of the evidence, but 1 am fully 
convinced the circumstances of the case, combined with the standing and reputation of 
the accused, fully justify me in the beIief that the accused will attend for his trial if bail is 
granted?' 

This rule was followed in another murder case, R v. Dubois?' where the Quebec Court of 

Queen's Bench was prepared to gant bail to the accused if he had given strong assurance with 

regard to his appearance during the hearings. According to Mc Justice Scott, such a strong 

assurance would justify a departure from the general mle of refusing bail in case of a person 

committed for trial on a charge of rnurder. Ultirnately, the Court did not think that there was a 

strong assurance that ML Dubois would appear during the herirings and consequently denied hirn 

release on bail.3g 

Evolution of the groundsfor justihing detention 

As mentioned above, initiaily the mte was hat bail rnust be refused only for rensons 

reIated to the risk that the accused wouId not appear at trial. in R. v Rosela the accused was a 

farmer who was charged with stealing a variety of articles from the property of his master. He 

was denied bail and appealed to the Court for the Consideration of Crown Cases Reserved. Lord 

" Id.. at p. 321. 

(1959). 123 C.C.C. 364 (Que. Q.B.). 

j9 Id, at pp. 365-366. See dso R. v. CynrbaIisry (1961), 132 C.C.C. i49 (Mm, Q.B.). In this case, the ntionde 
behind the granting of bail was related io the fact iiiat the accused had record of a good behavior and reputation, had 
no prior convictions, had a good socid standing and showed no risk of escaping h m  the hearïngs. 
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Russell of Killowen for the Court established that deniai of bail is not to be used as a 

punishment. The requirements as to bail are merely to secure the attendance of the prisoner at 

triai.' 

The test for determining whether the accused will appear in court for trial is guided by a 

considention of al1 the circumstances, such as the nature of the crime charged, the severity of the 

possible punishment, and the probability of a conviction. This was clearly stated in Er parte 

F~rrier,~' where the Court of King's Bench of Quebec, after reaffirming the principle that the 

probability of the party appearing for the trial is the principal consideration, listed the factors to 

be triken into consideration for this purpose. 

Mr. Justice Wurtele, writing for the Court, stated that, for the purpose of determining this 

question it is proper to consider the nature of the offense charged and its punishment, the 

strength of the evidence against the accused, his character, his financial means and his social 

standing." Based on the facts of the case, the Court concluded that, despite the fact that the 

evidence presented was of a senous nature and the punishment of the offense charged was heavy, 

the accused must be granted bail. This was due to the fact that the opportunities for the accused 

to escape if released on bai1 were inconsiderable and next to impossible, as he was a well known 

person and he coutd not leave home without beinj traced and f o l l o ~ e d . ~  

[I895-991 Al1 ER- Reprint 350. (C-CR.). 
II id., a t  pp. 351. 
42 See note 24. 

" Id. at  p. 193. 

Id, st pp. 193-194. 
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The holding of the Quebec Court of King's Bench in Er pane Forfier leads to the view 

that even in cases where the charges and the punishment were the most severe ones and there 

was serious evidence in support of the charges, the negligible chance of the accused absconding 

prevailed over these concerns. During the subsequent yem, there was another alteration in the 

attitude of the Canadian courts with regard to the basic test in exercising discretion in relation to 

the deniai of bail. In R. v. Russell," the accused were charged with seditious conspirrtcy. 

Dealing with the issue of release on bail, the Court of King's Bench of Manitoba analyzed two 

circumstances in risk of being undermined if the accused w u  to be released. The Court 

expressly refused to consider only the matter wheiher or not the accused, if admitted to bail, 

would be likely to appear for trid."j Mr. Justice Mathers, delivering the judgment for the Court, 

stated the following: 

1 am not prepared, without rnuch fuller consideration, to hold that regard may not 
dso be had to questions of public safety and that the Court would not be justified in 
refusing the application upon the sole ground that the public safety rnight be endangered 
by pennitting the accused to be at large." 

Mr. Justice Mathers was prepared to deny bail if the accused was a danger to the public 

safety even if he was reliable for the purposes of attending the trial. After reviewing d l  the facts 

of the case, the Justice concluded that no evidence was adduced More the Court to show that the 

accused would not appear for trial if granted bail, or that pennitting the accused to be at Iarge on 

bail would endanger the public peace." 

I5 (1919). 32 C.C.C. 66 (Man. K.B.) This case invoIved ais0 the issue whether bail is a matter of rïght in cases of 
misdemeanors. It was heId that bai1 is discretionary boch in cases of misdemeanors and felonies. 

* Cd. at pp. 68-69. 

* Id. at p. 69. 

. " Cd 
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W. Justice Mathers, however, was not sure of the step undertaken with regard to the 

considention of another ground for denying bail. Although he expressed a clear concern for the 

safety of the public if the accused was to be released on bail, and also performed an anaiysis of 

the possibility whether the accused did present such a nsk, he concluded that he was not to 

express any opinion on the rnatter whether such concem must be a proper rnatter for 

consideration19 His final remarks are disappointing taking into account the initial statements. 

The real tuming point for the establishment of a secondary ground is signaled in the 

English case R. Y. P i ~ i l l i p s , ~  where the accused, while on bail awaiting trial for the charge of 

housebreaking, cornrnitted the same offense by breaking into other houses. The Coun of Appeal 

denied the release on bail on the grounds that in the case of a crime such as house-breaking there 

was a hi$ risk that the crime would be repeated if the prisoner was released on b d ,  especially if 

the accused had a previous record. Mr. Justice Atkinson for the Court stated: 

Some crimes are not at ail likely to be repeated pending trial and in those cases 
there may be no objection to bail; but some are, and housebreaking particuIarIy is ri crime 
which wiIl very probably be repeated if a prisoner is released on bail especially in the 
case of a man who has a record for housebreaking such as the applicant had-.. To tum 
such a mm loose on society until he had received his punishment for an undoubted 
offense, an offense which was not in dispute, was, in the view of the Court, a very 
inadvisable step. They wish the magistrates who release on bail young housebreakers, 
such as this applicant, to know that in nineteen cases out of twenty it is a mistake. The 
Court hopes that some publicity will be given to these considerations, so that magistrates 
may know the views of the Court of Apped. 5' 

Id 
H) (1947). 32Cr- App- R-47, LI 1 I.P 333 (C.C.A.). 

'' M. at pp. ~û-49. 
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The concem of the Court of Appeai of England in the Phillips case, regarding the nsk of 

re-offending while on bail, had a significant impact on the following judgments of bail cases. 

Relying strongiy on the arguments of the Court in Phillips, several Canadian courts found the 

possibility of repetition of the criminal offense while pending trial to be a valid justification for 

denying bail. Thus in R. v. McKinneY' the accused was arrested and charged for breaking and 

entering commercial premises. He applied for and obtained release on bail. While at liberty on 

bail he cornmitted another offense by breaking and entering pnvate premises. The case itself did 

not involve the issue of release on bail upon determining the risk for the accused to re-offend 

while on baii. It was a sentencing case but the arguments presented by the Court reflect on bail 

principles, more precisely the principle established in the Phillips case. 

The Court found the reasoning of Mr. Justice Atkinson in the Pliillips case, as 

'harricrdarly appropriate" to the present case." In delivering judpent as to sentence, the Coun 

considered the risk of cornmitment of another offense while pending trial as shaking the public 

confidence in the administration of the criminal law. Mr. Justice Disbery advised the courts to 

take note of the fact that the offense has been cornmitted while the accused was released on bail 

as an aggravating circumstance. He argued that only hardened criminals would be sufficiently 

defiant of the law to d m  to commit funher offenses while at liberty on bail awaiting their trial 

for other offenses: 

Thieves steai the fruits of the industry of honest men. Honest men are entitled to 
expect the courts to adrninister the criminai Iaw in such a way as to afford them the 
maximum protection, both with respect to their persons and their property From criminal 
activities. The welfare of honest, law-abiding citizens is of far greater importance than 

(1963). ?O CR. 137 (Sask Q.B.). 

id. at p. 139. 
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the hture welfare of the criminai himself, no matter what sentimentdist may say to the 
ae or contrary. Whenever a prisoner stands at the bar for sentence the presiding jud, 

magistrate shouId, in my opinion, be advised by the Cmwn counsel (whenever such is the 
case) that the prisoner cornmitted his offense while he was at liberty on bail.% 

The considemtion of the risk of repetition of mother offense by the accused while on 

bail, as established by the English Court of Appeal in the Pldlips case, was reaffirmed in the 

case R. v. Lagus and Ziegler.zs Mr. Justice MacPherson of the Saskatchewan Queen's Bench 

considered his Court bound by the principle established in Phiilips, and consequentky denied the 

two accused releae on bail on the grounds of the iikelihood of cornrnirting other criminal 

offenses. He considend this principle to be the law of Saskatchewan since the Pliillips case.'6 

The Court iound the two accused diable for the purposes of appearance in court but found that, 

based on the probability of conviction and the previous records of the accused, each of them was 

a person, who, while on bail, was Ii kely to commit another ~ffense.~' 

The same year, the Manitoba Queen's Bench in the case Rodway and Okipnik v. TIte 

Q u e e ~ ? ~  denied release on bail on the grounds of the need to protect the pubIic fmm the 

commission of other offenses. The Court acknowledged that the basic test for bail before 

conviction i s  whether or not the accused would appear in the hearîngs, but it ais0 emphasized 

that that is not the only consideration as the matter is entirely discretionary and many 

circumstances should be taken into account, such as the seriousness of the offense, the severity 

" Id 
"(1964), 42 C.R. 288.46 W-WB. 505 (Sasir. Q.B.). 

% Id. st p. 292. 

Id, at pp. 290-292- 
sa (1964). 44 C-R- 327 (Mm-QB.). 
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of the punishment and the accused's criminal record. The Court concluded that, although bail is 

not punitive but to secure the attendance of the accused at triai, courts must be concemed with 

the protection of the general public, as well as with the rights of in~iividuais?~ 

Similarly, in R, v. M ~ s e s , ~ '  the Temtorial Court of Northwest Temtories denied bail to an 

accused based on the argument that there was a great risk that upon reIease the accused would 

commit another criminal offense. The accused did not have previous convictions and the Court 

thought that there was little likelihood that the accused would not make himself available for the 

t d .  However, the Court refused to rely on only this consideration. Re-offending pending trial 

must also be taken into consideration. It was argued that, since the accused had a known 

drinking problem, there was a propensity to be troublesome, and therefore it concluded that there 

was too F a t  a risk to be taken in releasing him.6' 

However, there were also other decisions that entailed a clear rejection of the niIe 

established in the Phillips case. in Re EllioP2 the Saskatchewan Queen's Bench repeated the 

principle stated in R. v. Rose:' according to which bail is not intended to be punitive, but merely 

to secure the attendance of the accused at the triai. Mr. Justice Hall related this principle to the 

constitutionai nghts of the accused during the criminal proceedings. ConcreteIy, he stated the 

following: 

59 Id, at p. 329- 

[1969] 4 CCC. 307 (N.W.T.Terr.Ct). 
6 1 Cd., at pp. 31 1-3 12. 

(1959). 12.5 CCC 354 (Srisk. Q.B.). 

See noie 30. 
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Every accused has an inherent and constitutional right to a fair triai by an 
impartial Court and that means a Court without any preconceived notions or ideas 
respecting the necessity of suppressing certain types of offenses as distinct from others. 1 
don't think that is a right which can be waived because it is one which goes to the root of 
the proper administration of justice.. ..M 

Also in R. v. Hender~on,~ the Court allowed bail, despite the fmding that there was a 

possibility of committing a further offense upon release. The Court rejected the principle 

established in the Pliillips case by arguing that the nsk of committing another offense while at 

liberty on bail is not a reason for refusing bail and that except in unusual circumstances and 

capital cases, bail should be granted." Th. Justice Prirnrose, delivering the judgment for the 

Court stated chat the proper test on which judiciril discretion should be based was whether the 

person charged would probably appear for his trial and if the answer was in the affirmative, bail 

should be ,giinte~I,6~ 

Despite sorne deviations as in the above cases, by the cime the Bail Refom Act was 

adopted, the grounds for justifying detention arnounted to two: 

1) the need to ensure the appearance of the accused in court and, 

2) the safety and the protection of the public from the commission of other offenses if 

the accused was granted release on bail. 

-- - - 

a See note 62, at p. 359. The pnnciple established in Phillips case was refused to be relied on by the Saskatchewan 
Queen's Bench aiso in the case of Re Regina v. Jackson (No.2) (1959), 3 1 CR. 368 (Sask. Q.B.). 
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L.2.2.c. Bail Re fonn Act 

The Bail Refom Act was the biggest normative codification of the mles related to bail 

and its application in general. It was adopted as a response to the expressed concems of legal 

scholars with regard to the crucial importance of a fair application of bail principles for the 

outcome of the criminal process. Professor Friedland' s study regarding bail procedures in the 

Toronto Magistrate' s Court in 196068 and the subsequent reports of the Royal Comrni~sion~~ and 

the Canadian Comrnittee on  correction^'^ contributed to an increase in awareness of the serious 

effects of release on bail or detention on the outcome of the criminal proceedings. The findings 

of the Canadian Cornmittee on Corrections in particular were very influential on the subsequent 

legislative reform, especially with regard to the burden of proof against the release on bail on the 

Crown;' the cri teria for release and bail pending appeal." 

The Bail Reform Act was adopted as part of Bill (C-218)' an amendment of the provisions 

of the Criminal Code in 197Xn It addressed most of the concerns expressed in the above reports 

and resulted in a considerable transformation of the institution of bail, including the introduction 

of a new legal tenn for bail, namely, judicial interim release. The Act specifically authorized the 

6a Manin L Friedland, see note 6. 

69 Royd Commission, Ontrulo. Inauirv into Civil Riahts, (I968), Vol. 2. Otherwise known as McRuer Report (Chief 
Justice McRuer, Commissioner). 
m Report of the Canadian Committee on Corrections, Toward Unitv: Criminal Justice and Corrections, (Ottawa, 
Ministry of Supply and Services, 1969). Otherwise known as Ouimet Report (Roger Ouimet, Chairman). 

Id, at pp.108-109 ruid 120429. 
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deniai of bail on the two grounds aiready established in common law labeling them as the 

primary and secondary grounds. More irnportantly, it dso sanctioned new grounds for justifying 

detention, narnely when such was necessary in the public interest. Concretely, Section 457(7) of 

the Act provided: 

(7) For the purposes of this section, the detention of an accused in custody is justified 
only on either of the following grounds, narneIy: 

(a) on the primary ground that his detention is necessary to ensure his 
attendance in court, in order to be dedt with according to Iaw; and 

(b) on the secondary ground (the applicability of which shall be determined 
only in the event that and after is determined that his detention is not 
justified on the prirnruy ground refemd to in paragraph (a)) that his 
detention is necessary in the pubiic interest or for the protection or safety 
of the public, having regard to dl the circumstances including any 
substantial likelihood that the accused will, if he is released from custody, 
commit a criminal offense invoiving serious h m  or interference with the 
administration of justice. '.' 

These pounds were rnodified by the subsequent amendment of the Criminai Code in 1975. The 

amendment ornitted the words "involvin; serious h m , "  thus makinp the secondary ground for 

denying bail applicable to al1 cases involving a risk of cornmiunent cf any criminal offense upon 

release.'* After the amendment, subsection (7)(b) of S. 457 read: 

(b) on the secondq ground (the applicability of which shall be determined 
only in the event ihat and after is determined that his detention is not 
justified on the primary ground refemd to in paragraph (a)) that his 
detention is necessary in the public interest or for the protection or safety 
of the public, hriving regard to dl the circumstances including any 

n Gary T. Trotter, see note 1, at p. 12. 

" R.S.C. 1970, c?. 

75 Criminal Luw Amendment Act, 1975. S.C. 1974-75-76. c. 93. S. 47(5). 
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substantial likeiihood that the accused will, if he is released from custody, 
commit a criminal oflense or an interference with the ndminisuation of 
j~stice,'~ 

The term "public interest" was decIared unconstitutionai by the Supreme Court in the 

case R. v, M o r ~ l e s , ~  for being too vague and broad to the point of conflicting with s. L L(e) of the 

Charter. Despite the fact that for about 20 years Crinadian courts relied on the criterion of 

"public interest" as a bais for denying bail, the Süpreme Court of Canada thought this term 

could not be given a rvorkable meaning. This is an issue that is dealt with in the subsequent 

chapter. 

1.3 Conclusion 

The historîcal evoiution of bail in Canada has seen significant changes in its main 

operathg principles. The first two grounds for denying bail have roots in the common Iaw 

decisions. The recognition of the need to detain if there is a risk that the accused wouid 

endanger the safety of the public is one of the most important accomplishments of the institution 

of bail. The main considerations for the purposes of the primiiry and secondq grounds as 

established in the common liiw are analyzed in the next chapter. 

76 Iri [idics ;ire mine]. 

See note 7. 
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The historicai changes of the principies of bail show that, as with any other legal 

institution, bail in Canada is in a process of evolution. Its principles have been expanding in 

response to the social transformation of the society. The most important developments are 

attnbuted to the change of attitude towards the punishment in murder cases, the emerging of new 

procedural principles, as well as the increasing cornmitment to the criminal process. What is 

important in this process of evolution is that the basic foundation of the bail institution, that is 

denying bail only for reasons related to the best interest of the society, r em~ned  unaltered. 
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THE PRiMARY AND SECONDARY GROUNDS FOR JUSTlFYlNG DETENTION 

2.1 Introduction 

This chapter addresses the main questions regarding the principles embodied in the 

primary and secondary grounds for denying bail, as provided by s, 515(10) subsections (a) and 

(b) of the C h i n a i  Code. As dready shown in previous chapter, the primary and secondary 

grounds are concerned with the risk that the accused will not appear for trial and the risk that the 

accused will commit another offense while at Iiberty pending trial, inchding interferhg with the 

administration of justice. 

According to a 1997 amendment of the Criminal Code, the Listing of the grounds for 

detention in S. 515(10) is not based on p r i ~ n t y . ~  The applicability of the secondary ground for 

denying bail, namely the safety of the public and the need to gumntee the non-interference with 

the administration of justice, need not be analyzed only after the accused is found to be reiiabie 

for the purposes of the prirnary ground. Both grounds have the same importance and even the 

terms "primary" and "secondary" are not applied anymore after the amendment of 1997-n 

'Vllre Criminai Law tmprovement Act". S.C. 1997, c. 18. 

Id 
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hstead the concerns behind subsections (a) and (b) of S. 515(10) are based on an overall 

evaiuation of the circumstances of the case without a sequence between one and the other, 

Several factors are taken into account by Canadian judges when determining the issue 

whether the accused has met the requirements of the primary and secondary grounds. This 

chapter deais specificaily with the main factors considered relevant for each of these grounds, as 

developed by Canadian courts. Naturally, it is impossible to report ail cases involving relevant 

bail decisions. Only those cases that are important to the interpretation of the prirnary and 

secondary grounds are covered. Beside the analysis of the main considerations for the purposes 

of the prirnary and secondary grounds, this chapter sets the stage for the discussion of the teniary 

ground in Chapter IV. It suggests that the proper application of the primary and secondary 

grounds addresses part of the concern of the teniary ground, namely it helps to maintain pubiic 

confidence in the administration of justice. 
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2.2 Primary ground for denying bail as provided by S. 515(10)(a) of the Cnminal Code 

2.2.1 Relevantfactors to consider 

The informally IabeIed primary ground provided under s. 515(1O)(a) of the Criminai 

Code deais with the need to ensure the attendance of the accused in court for triai. According to 

this provision, the accused cm be denied releriçe on bail if there is a nsk that helshc wilI not 

show up for trial. There are several considerations established in the common-law as king 

relevant for the determination of the chances for the accused to abscond. 

In the oldest cases of bail, the p v i t y  of the offense cornmitted was the first circumstance 

to be assessed for the purposes of the primary ground. As a matter of fact, initially the type of 

the offense cornmitted wris very influential with regard to the denid of bail. Genenlly, this 

factor has been considered tosether with the severity of the punishment provided for the 

respective offense. This is logical since the rationale behind the devance of the seriousness of 

the offense for the purposes of the primary ground is that, the p a t e r  the punishment, the p a t e r  

will be the motivation for the accused to abscond. 

This argument was clearly made in the case R. v. Banonop where it was stated that the 

probability of an accused voluntarily appearing at his trial does not exist when the crime charged 

is of the highest magnitude, the evidence in support of the charge strong, and the punishment the 

en (1852). 118 E-R- Full Reprint 337, (Q.B-1. 
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highest known to the law. In such a case a judge shall not admit to bail?' This argument is also 

supported by the rule established in R. v. Cliaprnansz that accused charged with murder could not 

be released on baiLu 

However, with time there has been a move from the earlier position with regard to the 

importance of the gravity of the offense allegedly committed, as cornpared to the rest of the 

relevant factors. The first cases that sipaled the emerging of other concems were R. v. 

Mrtlludyp< and R. v. KeelermBS Both these cases involved rnurder charges. However, the power to 

gant or refuse bail was treated not as the subject of hard rules, but nther as being under the 

judicial discretion of the court. tn the first case, the denial of bail was based on the argument 

thüt there was a very suong prima facie against the accused and sufficient evidence to put them 

on trial?6 In the second case, the decision for denying bail was based not only on the seriousness 

of the offense, but also on the evidence found, the strength of the case, the severity of the 

punishrnent and the fact that a tme bill was found." 

The nile estabiished in R. v. Chapman" that an accused charged with murder must not be 

p n t e d  bail except in extreme circumstances mised concerns with regard to its rigidity. In the 

'' Id.. at pp. 339-340. 

%t See note 26. 
a3 See previous cbapter. part 1.2.2.a. 

" (1868). 4 PR. 314 (Q.B.). 

SS (1877). 7 P.R. LI7 (QB.). 

Sb See note 84, at p. 3 16. 

" See note 85 at pp. 120-124. 

See nate 26. 
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case of R. v. Rue:' Mr. Justice Meredith denied bail to the accused but stated that the bail rule in 

murder cases was a flexible one, and must be shaped by the circumstances of each concrete ccise. 

He commented: 

I treat the Ianguage of the Ieamed Chief Baron as having been inspired by the 
facts of the case he was considering, and to be applicable to cases of Iike circurnstances. 
I should add too that that case was made stronger for the applicant, because bail to any 
amount that might be required was offered.* 

tn support of his position with regard to the consideration of al1 the factors of each concrete case, 

Mr. Justice Meredith relied on the arguments of the Ontario courts in the above two cases R. v. 

Mrrlladf" and R. v. Keekr." Upon the establishment of the above nile in these cases, the attitude 

of Canadian judges with regard to the seriousness of the offense for the purposes of the primriry 

ground has genenlly been to consider this circumstance alone as not a sufficient reason for 

denying bail.* 

As regards other relevant factors, according to Mr. Justice Robson of the King's Bench of 

Manitoba in the case R. v. Momoisin," the most important factors to consider for the purposes of 

the primat- ground are the following: 

-The nature of the accusation; 

s9 See note 25. 

ld., at p. 269. 

9' See note 84. 

=Sec note 89. 

ri R. v. Holcomb (1972). 20 C.R.N.S. 230 (N.B.S.C.). Also, in R. v. Smith, the British Cdumbia Supreme Court 
reIied on the argument that the seriounes of the charge. while it is a circuoistuice that may be considered. is not in 
iaeIf ri suficient rwson to require detention. (No3) (L972). 8 C.C.C. (?d) 291 (l3.C.S.C-)- 
9t (i9tl). 18 C.C.C. 122 (K.B.). 
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-The nature of the evidence in support of the accusation; 

-The severity of the punishment which conviction will entail; 

-Whether the sureties are independent or indemnified by the acc~sed-'~ 

Regarding the strength of the evidence against the accused, the relevance of this consideration 

apparently relies on the reasoning that when there is a strong case against the accused with a high 

probability of conviction, the accused is more Iikely to abscond.% As with the gravity of the 

offense the scope of consideration of this factor shows also a process of evolution, There are 

several arguments against overestimating the strength of the case and the pmbability of 

conviction for the purposes of a bail decision. 

Thus, it has been argued that the strength of the evidence against the accused when 

considered as part of the determination of the risk CO escape may sometimes be unrealistic?' 

This is because at a bail hearing it may be difficult to assess the strength of the case against the 

accused. Moreover, according to Gary Trotter, the strong reliance on the strength of the Crown's 

case against the accused may be problematic in connection to the principle of the presumption of 

innocence. He argues: 

It is easy to fa11 from the position chat the case is strong and the accused has g o d  
reason to flee, to the position that the case is strong and the accused is probably guilty so 
it is no great hardship CO order his or her detention. The latter inference is impermissible 

95 Id, at p. 123. 

In Ex Parte Fomer, the Quebec King Bench argued that as a genenl mie if based on the evidence. the gui1t of the 
accused is beyond dispute, the general mie is wt to gtant the application for baiI. ExceptionalIy bail could be 
grmted if there seemed to be no oppormnities for the accused to escape. See note 25, at p. 193. 
97 Gary T- Trotter, see note 1, at p. 128. 
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in light of S. ll(d) and (e) of the Charter. It is important to keep this in rnind when 
dealing with this factor?* 

Also, according to another scholiir, Professor Tim Quigley, there are two arguments 

against giving undue weight to the probability of conviction. One is related to the fact that, from 

an historical point of view, the bail process has been concemed primarily wiih ensuring an 

accused's attendance in court and only secondarily with preventing further offenses. Aithough 

he recognizes the legitimacy in wishing to cunail more criminality, he argues that: 

... the state's interest should, at this stage of the process, stop here. Detention 
because it appears that a conviction is probable can too easily assist in coming to that 
result? 

Quigley agrees with Trotter when he States that the second argument against exaggenting 

the importance of the probability of the conviction is related to the fact that there is a F a t  deal 

of difficulty in predicting the likeiihood of conviction. Due to the informality of most bail 

hearings, there is a risk the accused wilI be detaïned based on evidence that might not be even 

admitted in the later proceedings. This will obviously be a geat injustice.'* 

The difficulty in dealing with the strength of the Crown's case in bail decisions is dso 

refiected in court decisions, conflicting with each other with regard to the importance of this 

factor. Thus, in R. v. Gonzales,'" the accused was arrested at the Vancouver airport for illegal 

Id. at p. 119. 

99 Tim Quigley, see note 1, at p. 3-61. The soundness of the considetation of the probability of the conviction as a 
ground for denying bail is considered by Quigley fiorn the point of view of both the seconduy gound and the 
teniary ground that authorizes the considention of the probability of conviction in bail decisions. 

'Oo Id., at p. 262. 

'" (Mmh 28,1977), (B.C.S.C.), 1 WCB 268. 
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possession of cocaine. He hitd Iived and worked steadily in Los Angeles for eleven years, had no 

criminal record and was of good character. However, the British Columbia Supreme Court 

denied his release on bail on the primary ground, having regard to the strength of the Crown's 

case md the possibility of seven years' imprisonment if convi~ted. '~~ 

Six years later, the same Court did not think the same way with regard to the strength of 

the Crown's case. In R. v. Genever 'O3 the two accused were leaders of a group that had imported 

$ 17 million worth of marihuana. They were American citizens and both had provided evidence 

of good character. The Court released them on bail based on the evidence of their gwd 

chmcter. The fact that they were American citizens wns not decisive against them, since the 

Court was not prepared to assume thiit they were wiliing to live the rest of their lives ris fugitives 

from the Iaw. The Court was also satisfied that they could be extradited from the United States if 

they did not return to Canada for their trial.lOl 

The above two cases are very sirrülar. Both of them involved evidence of possession and 

trafficking of narcotics by individuals wiih good character records and in both cases the accused 

had an established telationship outside Canada, It could be argued that both cases presented the 

s m e  evidentiq strength and possibility of conviction. Nonetheless, while in the first case the 

accused was not found diable enough for the purposes of the primary ground, in the second 

case the presumption that the accused would not prefer to tive as fugitives prevailed over the 

strength of the case, the gravity of the offense and the possibiIity of conviction. 

'Ot Id At the urne, seven yem' imprisonment was the mandatory minimum sentence for irnporting nxcotics. 

(September 13.1983), (B.C.S.C.), 10 WCB 320. 
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The different approaches could also be attributed to the emerging inclination of the 

judges not to overvalue the strength of the case and the probability of conviction for the purposes 

of the primary ground. In R. v. Bradley and Bi~kerdike,"~ it was argued that the probability of 

conviction is only one of the factors to be considered for determining whether detention is 

justified; in itself it does not justify detention, Naturally, the presumption of innocence is the 

underlying argument in support of this choice. 

Another circurnstance that is also of considerable importance for the purposes of the 

primary ground is the ties of the accused with the cornrnunity. This is mainly related to the 

accused's employment. marital status, stable residency, social standing and relationship with 

sureties. The imponance of the ties with the comrnunity is noted since the case R. v. FortiePj 

that dates back to the beginning of the 20th century. The accused had been charged with forgery 

and theft of various sums of rnoney while being an employee in the Post Office at Ste 

Scholastique. He was denied bail by the District Magistrate. He applied for habeas corprrs to 

the Court of King's Bench in Quebec for the purpose of being adrnitted to bail. Analyzing the 

importance of the senousness of the offense cornmitted, the evidence against the accused, and 

the possibility of absconding, Mr, Justice Wurtele stated: 

in the present case, while on the one hand the evidence presented against the 
petitioner at the preIirninary inquiry is of a serious nature, although open to dispute, and 
the punishrnent of the offenses with which he is charged is hcavy, on the other hand his 
opportunities for escape, if he should be baileci, are inconsiderabie or next to impossible, 
as he is well known, and would be under the supervision of his sureties and of the police, 
and he therefore could not leave his home without being mced and followed, and he 

IM Id 
105 (1977). 38 C C C  (2d) 283. (Que. S.C.), 

'" See note 25. 
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could be rendered to prison by his sureties before the day appointed for his appearance if 
they shouid have Rason to suspect his intention to fly from the country, and after such 
day, in case of default he could be arrested under a bench warrant anywhere in Canada, 
and could be extradited from elsewhere, and the probability of his appearing for trial is 
considerable if not next to certain.'07 

In the more recent case of R. v. P o w e r ~ , ' ~ ~  Mr. Justice Lerner discussed the relevant 

considerations for the purposes of the primary ground, where the ties with the community are the 

main focus. According to Lemer I., the following are important considerations: 

Residence, fixed place of abode, employment or occupation, marital and farnily 
status, (and if applicable) previous crimina1 record, proxirnity of close friends and 
relatives, character witnesses, facts relating to allegations of the offense, and personal 
history or vitae.. .lm 

Recently, there is an inclination by Canadian judges to gant release on bail if the accused 

can show suong ties with the community in the form of employment, suong social and family 

relationship and influence of the sureties, even if the case was one of a very senous offense and 

the Crown had a strong case with a possibility of i~ lengthy sentence. This is naturaily due to the 

increasing concems about the principles of procedural fairness and presumption of innocence. 

On the other hand, sirnilar to the other relevant factors for determining the risks of absconding, 

the lack of ties with the community is not in itself a sufficient ground for denying baiLHO 

'O' id. at pp. 193494. 
108 (1973), 9 C.C.C. (2d) 533 (Ont. H.C.). 

las Id. rit p. 541. 
110 R v. 'lhompson (1972). 7 C.C.C. (7d) 70 (f3.CS.C.). Nso in R. v. Sobon'ak (1990). 1 11 AR 328 (Q.B.). the 
Court d e ~ e d  bail 10 the accused charged with fmt degree murder given the fact that he had no personal ties to the 
community, a spotty work record. no materiai ties to the community. no current job and dso a crïrniriril record 
including also a f~aiIure to appear. 
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FinaIly, the previous criminai record of the accused cm aiso be influentid for the bail 

decision on the primary gound. It is natural to presume a high risk of non-appeamce if the 

accused has a record for absconding. Such behavior can be easily detected, since non-obedience 

with court orders for appearance results in a criminal offense."' In R. v. Soplton~w,~" the 

Manitoba Court of Appeal denied bail to an accused charged with murder on the basis of the 

primary ground, as well as the public interest ground. With regard to the first concern, the Court 

held that the prior record of the accused showed a negative attitude in respect of court orders. He 

had four convictions for breach of rec~gnizance.'~' Consequently, the Court argued chat his 

detention was necessary in order to assure his appemnce at trial. 

Also in R. v. Adshade,"' the accused was charged with first-degree murder and rernanded 

into custody. She applied for relerise on bail. The court dismissed the application on the grounds 

of the need to assure the appearance of the accused at trial. The reason for the decision was that 

the accused had previous convictions for failing to appear in court and for failing to cornply with 

the terms of probation orders, According to the Court, this showed the applicant's aversion to 

obeying instructions of the court and specifically her aversion to not keep promises made to the 

CO UT^!^^ 

I I I  S. 145 of the Canadian Criminal Code. 
112 (No. 2) (1984), 29 Man. R (2d). ;19 (Man. C.A.). 

'" Id.. at pp. 50-51. 
114 (No. 1) (1992). 1 II N.SR (2d) 375 (N.S.S.C.)- 

ILS Id. at p. 376. 
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It would be hard to label any of the above-identified factors as the strongest one for the 

purposes of the primary ground, since every pncticd case represents a complex set of issues. 

Generaliy the application of the p n m q  ground involves a consideration of ail the concerns 

discussed above, However, it would not be unreasonable to argue that practice has developed to 

the point that if the accused cm show enough evidence pointing away from the absconding, this 

will be sufficient for the purposes of the primary gound, regardless of the seriousness of the 

offense, the probability of conviction or the strength of the case against the acc~sed."~ 

2.3 The secondary ground for denying bail, as provided by S. 515(10)(b) of the China1  
Code 

23.1 The main criteria ofapplicability 

The current secondary ground for justifying detention is concemed only with the need to 

ensure the safety of the public and the non-interférence of the accused with the administration of 

justice while at liberty on bail. This ground involves two sepaate concems, both of which relate 

to the risk that the accused wilI commit other criminai offenses while at liberty on bail. Section 

515(10)(b) of the Cnminal Code providirig the secondary ground, justifies the denial of release 

on bail: 

I I 6  Part of the decision in R. v. h o t h e  (1990). 58 C.C.C. ( 3 4  530 (Q.A.C-) This case wilI be argued in the 
subsequent part 
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(b) ... where the detention is necessary for the protection or safety of the public, having 
regard to al1 the circumstances including any substantid likelihood that the accused will, 
if released from custody, commit a criminal offense or interfere with the administration 
of justice; 

The question whether it is possible to predict future cnminal behavior has been the 

subject of debate. In the case R. v. Morales,"' the accused challenged the cornpatibility of this 

ground with S. 1 i(e) of the Charrer. The accused was charged with narcotic offenses under ss. 4 

and 5 of the Narcotic Control Act and the conspiracy section 465(1)(c) of the Criminal Code. He 

was initially denied bail based on the secondary ground, but on the review of the detention order 

by the Quebec Supenor Court was granted release based on the arguments that the accused did 

not present a nsk of absconding or to the safety of the public. Mr. Justice Boilard for the Court 

relied on the goveming cases of R. v Perronlls and R. v. Larn~rhe,"~ according to which pre-trial 

detention is justified only if it is established that the accused wiIl not appear at triai or thrit 

release of the accused would represent a danger for the public.'" 

The Crown sought leave to appeal to the Suprerne Court of Canada. The Suprerne Coun 

considered the constitutionaiity of the reverse onus provisions in ss. 515(6) (a) and (d) and the 

vdidity of S. 515(10)(b) of the Criminal Code under severai sections of the Charter. One of the 

issues was also whether the danger or Iikelihood that an individual will commit a criminal 

"' See note 7. 

(1989). 73 C.R. (3d) 174 (Q.kC). 

"' See note 116. 
lu) R. v. Morales (Februiuy 1. 1991). (Que. S C )  [unreportedl. See also R. v. Morales (1997). see note 7. at  pp. 86- 
89. 
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offense upon release on bail provides in itseif a jus[ cause for justifying detention as required by 

S. 1 l(e) of the Char-rer."' 

For the purposes of this issue, Mr. Justice Lamer reiied on the two vital components of 

the "just cause" test under S. 1 1 (e) of the Chailer as estabtished in R. v. Pearson,'" nameiy: 

a) the denial of bai[ musc occur only in a nmow set of circumstrinces; 

b) the denial must be necessq to prornote the proper functioning of the bail system and 

must not be undertaken for any purpose extraneous to the bail sy~ tem. '~  

AppIying this test to the "public safety" ground, Mr. Justice Lamer argued that the scope of this 

ground is sufficiently n m o w  to satisfy the ficst requirement. In practice, bail would be denied 

only for those individuals who pose a "substantial Iikelihoob' of committing an offense or 

interfering wilh the administration of justice and on1 y when this "substantid likelihood 

endangers "the protection or safety of the public." Moreover, according to W. Justice Lamer, 

the "public safety" component of s, 5 L5(10)(b) satisfied also the second requirernent under S. 

1 l(e), since it is not undertriken for any purpose extraneous to the bail system. He stated: 

In my view, the bai[ system dso dws not function properly if individuals commit 
crimes while on baiI. One objective of the entire system o f  mirninal justice is to stop 
criminai behavior. The bail system releases individu& who have k e n  accused but not 
convicted of criminal conduct, but in order to achieve the objective of stopping criminal 
behavior, such telease must be on condition that the accused will not engage in aiminal 
activity pending trial. ... if there i s  a substruitial IikeIihood that the accused wiil engage in 
criminal acuvity pending trial, it furthers the objectives of the bail sysiem to deny bail. "' 

121 R v. Morales. see note 7, id 

'" (1992),17 CJZ. (4th) i (S.C.C-). 

'= R- v. Morales, see note 7 atm pp. 97-98. 

'" Id. at p. 99- 
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With regard to the submission that it is impossible to predict recidivism, ML Justice h e r  

argued that the bail system does not aim to make exact predictions about future dangerousness, 

because such predictions are impossible to maice. It is sufficient to establish a likelihood of 

dangerousness, and the impossibility of making exact predictions does not preclude a bail system 

b 

which aims to deny bail to those who likely will be dangerous.lt5 Thus, the denial of bail to the 

accused for the sake of preventing future criminal behavior is conditioned upon the showing of a 

"substantial likelihood" of such behavior. Consequently, it was concluded that the part of S. 

5 L5(10)(b) related to thc safety of the public amounts to a just cause for justifying detention and 

therefore it is not unconstitutional. 

The term "substantial likelihood': has been the subject of discussion due to its difficult 

pnctical application. It has not been easy for the courts to rely on this construction when deaiing 

with the criteria under the secondary ground. It has actuaily been accepted that the construction 

of the words is difficult. In R. v. C~rbone,'?~ the accused was denied bail based on the secondary 

ground, namely that there was a substantial likelihood that the accused would, if released from 

custody, commit another offense involving serious hrum.In Iudge Rogers, in an attempt to 

detennine the meaning of the t e m  substantial likelihood, stated: 

I don? think that the words "substantiriI likelihood" mean anything such as proof 
beyond a reasonable doubt, and the choice of words is probably unfortunate, but 1 think 

Id., at p. 100. 

lai ([972),20 CRNS 3 13 (Ont. Co. CL). 

ln Ernpfiasis adde4 The secondary gound before the amendment of the CrÏminuL Code in 1975 provided for the 
denial a€ bail onIy in cases where there was a risk that the accused would commit another offense involving serious 
h m  upon release on bail. See chapter 1, note 76. 
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the meaning is more a h  to the balance of probabilities in that the evidence should 
substantially weigh in favour of the tiketihood of a repetiticn of the offense.13 

He concluded that the evidence in the case weighed in favor of the Iikelihood of a repetition of 

the offense, since there were two charges of the same offense involving serious h m  to two 

alleged victims, and these offenses occurred at different times. This evidence together with the 

fact that the second victim had made an identification at the Court House on the second offense 

were sufficient for the Court to satisfy the "substantial likelihood" as required for the purposes of 

the secondary g r~und . ' ~  

Another construction of the term "substantial Iikelihood" was provided in the case of R. 

v. Mo~re . '~?  The accused had a lengthy criminal record of previous offenses covering 25 

indictable offenses, including robbery and assaults over a 24-year period. in the present case he 

was charged with attempted murder of a police officer and dso with five other charges. He was 

denied bail based on the secondary gound, namely the public interest and the substantial 

likelihood that he would commit another offense upon releiise. The main argument in support of 

the denial wris related to the fact that the accused had a long history of previous crirnind 

convicti~ns.'~' 

The accused appIied for a review of the detention order. Judge Gratton, delivenng the judpent, 

estabiished 'mother test for judging the existence of a "substantial likelihood": will the accused, 

Lm See note 126, at p. 3 13. 

t'9 Id, at pp. 3 13-3 14. 
ml [ 1973). 16 CCC (2d) 286 (Ont. Dist. Ct.). 

''' Id. at pp. 28?-289. 
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if released, commit another offense invoiving senous h m  or interfere with the administration of 

justice. According to him, the best approach to this crucial aspect of the secondq ground 

would be to deal with the question: 1s there a real likelihood that the accused will commit an 

offense if relea~ed?"~ 

In the application of this test to the circumstances of the case before the court, Judge 

Gratton held that the fact that an accused has a previous criminal record is not itself conclusive 

of the issue whether he should be denied bail. However, the previous criminal record of the 

accused in this case was so bad that there was a real likelihood of commission of a further 

offense involving serious h m  upon re1ease.l3' 

A sirnilar approach was taken also by the Alberta Court of Appeal in the case R. v. 

LinkIu Mr. Justice Harradence writing for the Court stated the following with regard to the term 

"substantial likelihood:" 

We do not understand the word "likelihood" in S. 515(10)(b) of the Cnminal 
Code to be synonyrnous with the word "probability" as that tenn is often used in the law, 
meaning "more likely than not." We are of the view that "substantial [ikelihood" in the 
section means sirnply "a substantial r i~k." '~~ 

It seems hard to accept any of the above interpretations as being constructive for the 

purposes of the implementation of the term "substantid likelihood? Ail of hem basicdly 

replace this term with equaily ambiguous terms. Consequently, despite these efforts, it can be 

132 Id, ai p. 291 [emphsis in originall. 

03 Id. at p. 292. 
1% (1990). 105 AR 160 (A.C.A.). 
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argued that in pnctice the scope of the 'ïikelihood" of cornmitment of another offense by the 

accused, adapts to the circumstances of each case. Its flexibility works in favour of the judges' 

discretion. 

The safeiy of the public 

One of the main factors to consider for determining the probability of the accused to 

endanger the safety of the public is the record of previous criminal offenses. This is especially 

important with regard to offenses conunitted by the nccused while already on release on an 

undertaking for an earlier charge.IM In R. v. Lansing,'" the accused was charged with atternpted 

rape. He had previous convictions for indecent assault upon a female and forcible seizure of a 

girl. The British Columbia Cûurt denied retease on bail on the secondruy ground because the 

seriousness of the offense and the previous convictions of the accused for similar offenses 

supported the need to protect girls and women in the comm~nity."~ In another case, R. v. 

F ~ v e l , ' ~ ~  the accused was denied release on bail on the grounds that his appalling previous record 

Id, at p. 160. 

'" R. v. Marceau (September ?O, 1989, (Ont. Dist. CL). 15 WC33 229, R v, Baker (No. 1) (1973). 13 C.C.C. (2d) 
340 (B.C.S.C.). R, v. Cook (t996), 188 N. B. R (2d) 235 (NJ3.C.A). 

13' @ecember 7, 1973), (B.C.S.C.), Keith R. Hamilton, Judicirl [nicrim Relerise. Bail Manual, 4th Edition, 
(Varicouver, B.C.: Butterworths. 1983). Service issues 1984-20. at p. 132.3. 

13* Id. 
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and the gravit~ of the charges characterized the accused as a person too dangerous to be loose on 

the streets.'" 

On the other hand, notwithstanding the general mle that a previous criminal record 

consisting of not very serious offenses must not overcome other circumstances of the case,141 

accused with no previous criminal records may also be detained on the grounds of the need to 

secure the safety of the public. The Io& for this is that they could be similarly dangerous. The 

case of R. v. Rondearil"' is instructive with regard to the relationship between the gnvity of the 

offense and the concern about the safety of the public.'" 

The accuseci wzis charged with first-depe murder and conspiracy to commit murder. 

Although great violence wris involved in the case, the Court thought the accused did not 

represent a risk to the safety of the public, based on his youn; age, the lack of prior convictions 

and outstanding charges, his ties with the frimily and also the absence of any mental pr~blerns.'~ 

The Crown appeaied and the case was reviewed by the Quebec Court of Appeal. The Court 

ordered the detention of the accused, based on an evatuation of the nature and the manner of 

comrnitting the offense. Mr. Justice Proulx, delivenng the judgment for the Court, stated that the 

dangerousness of the accused w u  such that there was a great nsk for the society to have him 

reieased on bail. Mr. Justice ProuIx provided a very interesting interpretation with regard to the 

link between the nature of the offense comrnitted, the manner of comrnitting the crime and ihe 

la0 id. at p.237. 
II1 R. v. Hickey (1977). 35 C.C.C. (2d) 154 (Nfld. Dist CL). 
142 (I996), IO8 C.C.C. (3d) 474 (Que. CA.). 
143 Trotter, see note L, at pp. 14 1-142. 
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dangerousness of the accused for the public if left ffree. According to him, the more serious the 

crime and the more the perpetrator's participation is characterized by planning and commission 

of the most violent acts, the greater the risk to the s~ciety,"~ In other words, accused persons 

charged with serious premeditated crimes always carry a risk to the safety of the public. In 

response to the argument that this conclusion runs counter to the principle of the presumption of 

innocence, Mr. Justice Proulx stated that it is part of the burden that the accused in such cases 

rnust prove to the court, tliar notwirlistanding this behaviûr rvhich is su conclrtsive as to his 

dangerousness, it did not constitute a li keIihood of dangerousne~s.['~ 

The s m e  Quebec Court of Appeal took another approach in the name of the presumption 

of innocepce with regard to the denial of bai1 based only on the senousness of the offense, the 

probability ~f the conviction and the incriminating evidence in the case of R. v. Perron.'" The 

case involved the denial of release on bail of an accused charged with first degree murder, based 

on the secondary ground, given the seriousness of the offense, the incrirninating evidence and the 

probability of conviction. The accused appeaied and the Quebec Court of Appeal found that the 

Superior Court judge that ordered the detention erred in basing the decision only on the gravity 

of the offense, the probability of conviction and the incrirninating evidence. According to Mr. 

Justice Maiouf: 

The accused is presurned innocent until proven guilty and has a constitutional 
right not to be denied reasonabIe bail without just cause according to S. ll(e) of the 
Canadian Charter of Rights and Freedoms. The judge presiding at a show cause hearing 

IU See note 142. at p. 476. 

"'Id, at pp. 47940.  
146 Id, at p. 480 [ernphasis in original]. 

'" Senote I lS .  
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should not decide the question of the guilt or innocence of the accused. Even if the 
incriminating evidence is overwhelming, an accused must be released if he establishes on 
a balance of probabilities that his derention in custody is not required. ..Even if the Crown 
alleged that the murder was planned and deliberate and that the accused had the 
opportunity to commit the crime, which was a serious one, the accused had no criminai 
record and no history of criminal behavior, and there was no likelihood that he would, if 
released from custody, commit a criminal offense. His detention was not necessary for 
the protection of safety of the public.'48 

Another attitude is experienced with regard to drug related offenses where courts seem 

reluctant to grant release on bail. The reason for this is that i t  is feared that these offenses have 

spread in such a way that it is practicdly impossible for the offenders to stop the drug reIared 

activity if relea~ed.'"~ Thus, in R. v. OikleI5' the British Columbia Supreme Court denied bail to 

an accused charged with possession of heroin for the purpose of tmfficking. The accused aIso 

had one previous conviction for possession. According to the Court the charges indicgted that he 

could have a fairty wide field of acquaintances in the drug market, and consequently there wcis a 

substantial Iikelihood that if released he would continue ta commit other offenses related to 

The apparent dangerousness that drug related offenders present is also the main reason 

that in cimg related cases, the Criminal Code places the burden of justifying release on bail on 

the accused, as opposed to most other crises where the burden is on the prosecution.'" This 

149 R v- Lirke (1976). 34 CRNS 397 (B.C.S.C.), R. v. hlumn (No.1) (1997),?1 Nfld & PEIR 285 (Nfld. Dist CL), R 
v- Lesage ( 1975). 25 C.C.C. (24,173 (Que- C.A.). 

Im (July 29,1973), (B.C.S.C.), Keith R. Hamilton. see note 137, at p. 15 1. 

Isr Id. 

ln S. 515(6)(d) of  the CrÏminal Code. 
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burden was chailenged as k ing unconstitutional in R. v. PeursonIn but it passed constitutional 

scnitiny based on two grounds: 

a) trafficking is highly Lucrative, creating huge incentives for an offender to continue 

criminal behavior even after arrest and reIetrse on bail; 

b) there is a marked danger that these offenders would abscond because they have 

access both to a large amount of money and to organizations which can assist in flight 

from justice.'" 

The degree of dangerousness of the accused is also important for determining future 

criminai behavior. Accused that show a disturbing personality with a tendency to repeat the 

crime would be a risk for the safety of the public if released free. In these cases, courts wouId 

not grant bail. Thus, in R. v, C a t ~ ~ a s , ' * ~  the accused admitted having stabbed the deceased after 

the latter provoked him by making homosexual advances. The British Columbia Supreme Court 

denied bail, arguing that whatever the Rason for the attack, the public is entitled to protection 

against te-occurrence, even though this may resuit in highly distressing and regrettable 

consequences for the accu~ed. '~~ 

ln See note 122. 

'" Id-, 3t p. 7. 

'" (~overnber 7, 1973, (B.C.S.C.), Keith R Hamilton, see note 137, at p. 132.2. 

Id- 
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The same reasoning is used in R. v. O'BrienIn where the accused was charged with 

pointing a firearm without lawful excuse and forcible confinement. He was denied bail given the 

psychiatric evidence that he had serious drinking problems. The circurnstances of the case 

demonstrated that when drinking he could gravely endanger members of the public, therefore it 

was ruled that his detention was necessary for the safety of the p~bi ic . '~~  

2.3.1.b lnterfering with the adntinistration of justice 

According to the Criminai Code, interference with the administration of justice by 

intimidating witnesses or destroying or interfering with evidence is a criminai offense itself. 

Section 139 provides that every one who willfuily attempts in any manner to obstnict, pervert or 

defeat the course of justice in judicial proceedings is guilty of an indictable offense or an offense 

punishable on surnmary convicti~n.'~~ 

The protection against interference with the administration of justice is a very important 

aspect of the institution of bail, guaranteeing the proper functioning of tfie criminal process. It is 

crucial for the criminai proceedings that witnesses testiQ freely and tnithfully, and that other 

important evidence is not destroyed, The behavior of the accused with respect to this issue is 

ln No. 2 (1981). 25 CR (3d) 168 ( A h .  Q.B.). 

'" rd, at p. 170. 
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naturally very important for determining the risk of interference. Evidence of efforts by the 

accused to intimidate witnesses or destroy evidence would justifj detention based on this ground. 

Signs of this behavior are usuaily detected during the preliminary investigations. Naturdly, not 

every sign would amount to a risk of interference with the administration of justice. Again, 

judges are expected to rely on the "substantial likelihood" in order to determine to which extent 

such behavior would cost the accused detention in jail. 

In R. v. Balro~icli,'~ the accused was origintilly refused release on bail on the secondary 

ground, based on evidence of atternpts to interfere with witnesses and the police investigation by 

trying to hide or desuoy relevant physical evidence. The accused applied for review of the 

detention order to the Ontario Court of Appeal. Mr. Justice Doherty writin; the judgment for the 

Court held that the material regarding interference with the administration of justice did not 

establish that the accused attempted to interfere with witnesses or evidence, but only supported 

the inference that he might have done SO.'~' Further on, Mr. Justice Doherty asserted that the 

chances for the accused to interfere with witnesses or evidence if released had substantiaIIy 

diminished since the trial was then only 2 months away and the Crown's case was completeiy 

prepared. He also relied on the argument that the accused would be aware that if released he 

would be the subject of police attention and would know from prior experience that any efforts to 

contact witnesses or to deal with potential evidence would operate to his detriment. 16' As a find 

15' CrUnijlaL Cade 2001, s- 139. 

''O (1992). 68 C.CC (3d) 362 (Ont. C A )  

'" rd, at p. 364-365. 

'" Id Mer the initial detention order was made, a lengthy preIiminq inquiry was held. 
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argument ML Justice Doherty mentioned the requirement thrit the= must be a "substantial 

likelihood" of such a behavior for the secondary ground to apply: 

There is aiways a risk that any accused person will attempt to interfere with the 
administration of justice while on bail. The bail provisions however speak of a 
"substantial likeiihood" of such interference (S. 5i5(10)(b))+ While that might have been 
the case in Novernber, 1990, when Justice Tm-nor made his order, we are satisfied that it 
cannoc be said that there is a substantid Iikelihood of interference with the administration 
of justice between now and the date of trial, Any risk thrtt exists cnn be adequately 
addressed by way of the appropriate term~.' .~ 

According to Trotter, the relationship between the accused and the victim is another 

consideration that judges are expected to be sensitive to, in the determination of the chances for 

interferences with the administration of justice.lU This is especially relrited to cenain types of 

offenses, such as the ones cornmitted against family members, for exnmple: asswlt of ri spouse 

or sexual exploitation of a child. Trotter has suggested thnt the opportunity for subtle and 

insidious dissuasion, apart frorn blatant intimidation, is tanpible in either of these two 

situati~ns.'~ 

Thus, beside the behavior of the accused in refation to the interference with the 

proceedings of the case, the nature of the offense and especiaily the relationship between the 

accused and the victim would be other relevant factors for the purposes of this ground. 

However, similarly with the other concern of S. 515(10)(b), given the difficulty of predicting 

future behavior these circumstances are reviewed in Iight of al1 othercircumstmces of the case. 

'61 Id 
166 WT-Trotter, see note 1, at p.145. 
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2.4 Couciusion 

The primary and secondary grounds for denying bail serve to secure the anendance of the 

accused in court, the protection of the public, as well as the non-interference of the accused with 

the administration of justice. Despite some inconsistencies and modifications especially in 

connection to the secondary gound, the main relevant factors for determining the application of 

the primary and secondary ground are now well established. In both cases, there is a wide range 

of factors to consider. However, genenlly, courts are reluctant to rely on only one of these 

factors for denying bail to the accused; judges would rather review the scope of application of d l  

of them together. 

The importance of the underlying concems of the primary and secondary grounds for 

justifying detention is indisputable. Their goals are related to the need to secure ri proper 

functioning of the justice system, as well as the need to respond effectively to the crirninality and 

to guarantee the safety of the public. Given the significance of these concems, it would not be 

unreasonable to argue that the accomplishment of these goals would undoubtedly respond and 

fuifil public expectations of the administration of the aiminai justice. 

However, there is presumably mother public concem related to the grounds for denying 

bail. This is embodied in the ground "in the public interest," which basïcally permits detentions 
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where the judges feel that it responds to the public expectations of the administration of justice. 

The controversial Iegd issues involved in this ground are analyzed in the next chapter. 
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CHAPTER III 

THE NOTION OF PUBLIC INTEREST 

3.1 Introduction 

The previous chapter identified the main considerations embodied in the current primary 

and secondary grounds hr justifying pre-trial detention. This chapter deals with another aspect 

of the secondq ground that is not in force any longer, but had a considerable impact until it was 

abrogated. This was the "public interest" ground. As mentioned earlier, this part of the 

secondary ground was stnick down by the Supreme Court of Canada in 1992, in the case of R. v. 

 morale^,'^ for k ing  impermissibiy vague and overbroad, contrary to the constitutional 

principles. Until the abrogation, Canadian judges interpreted "the public interest" ground as 

entaihg several important considerations, the most distinct one k i n g  the maintenance of public 

confidence in the administration of justice. 

This chapter discusses the concept of "public interest" as intended at the tirne of adoption 

and as constructed over the years by the Canadian judges. Its intention is to show the inherent 

complexity of the tem, despite the efforts of Canadian judges to translate it into an easily 

applicable concept. It reveals that there was confusion between the "public interest" w u n d  and 
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the other part of the secondary ground, namely the safety of the public. This chapter also 

reviews the arguments of the Supreme Court in the Morales case with regard to the vagueness of 

the provision and it supports its conclusion about the ambiguity of the concept of "public 

interest." Given the association of the "public interest" with the need to maintain public 

confidence in the administration of justice, the conclusions of this chapter are used for the 

analysis OF the tertiary ground in the next chapter. 

3.2 Evaluation of the ground "In the Public Interest" 

3.2.1 "Public interest" versus "Public Safety" 

3.2.l.a Common law decisions 

For about 20 years after the adoption of the Bail Refonn Act, Canadian courts seerned to 

have faced no difficdties relying on the justification "in the public interest" as a ground for 

denying bail. Principally, in the cases that involved a claim of detention in the public interest, 

the courts constructed the tenn "public interest" as king separate from the tem "for the 

protection or safety of the public," and rnainly concemed with the need to maintrün public 

confidence in the administration of justice. 

See note 7, 

-57 - 
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The clearest interpretation of the independent status -of the "public interest" from "the 

protection or safety of the public" was provided in the case of R. v. Bradley and Bickerdike,16' 

where the Quebec Superior Court Found that the Magistrate who issued the order of release of the 

accused had failed to consider his crise under the concept of "pubtic interest." According to 'Mr. 

Justice Greenberg, the word "or" in para. (b) of the ss. 457(7), which joins the two criteria, that is 

"public interest" and "for the protection or safety of the public," is disjunctive and not 

conjunctive. Consequently, he held that in considerin; the criteria of para. (b) of s-S. (7) there 

are two concepts to consider: that of the protection and safety of the public on one hand and that 

of the public interest on the other hand.I6' 

This argument was supported also in R. v. Sood'" where the Ontario Court of Generai 

Division denied the accused release on bail on the ground of the safety of the public. The Court 

relied on the distinction between the two aspects of the secondary gound, namely the public 

interest and the safety of the public. The dangrousness of the accused was considered by the 

Court under the s&ty of the public ground, He was charged with the first degree murder of a 

husband and wife in a Hindu Temple; the victims were stabbed dozens of tirnes, The Court had 

no hesitation to deny bail based on the need to assure the safety of the p~bl ic!~ 

'*' See note 105. 
1611 id, at p. 289. 
169 (December 1992), (Ont Ct. Gen. Div.). Keith R- Hamilton. see noie 137, at p. 133-140. 

lm l i ~  
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On the other hand, there have aiso been cases of confusion between the concems related 

to the "public interest" ground and the safety of the public. In some cases it is actuaily hard to 

distinguish one ground from the other. Thus, in the case R- v. Pntijsi7* the accused was charged 

with trafficking in marijuana. He had records of previous drug related charges and was dso on 

bail on two similar charges. The British Columbia County Court argued that it would not be in 

the public interest to release the accused, because it would give the impression to the public that 

pesons awaiting trial, if charged once again with the same offense, would be entitled to be 

released.'" Moreover, the repetition of the offense was evidence of a substantial likelihood that 

the accused would, if released, commit another cnminal offense. Given these circumstances, the 

Court justified the detention based on the "public interest" ground. 

in another crise, R v. the accused had resorted to acts of violence after his 

mariage and business collapsed- He was charged with trafficking heroin. The Ontario County 

Court concluded that his detention was necessary in the public interest given the concIusion that 

he was out of contr01.~~~ This last argument openly suggests that the riccused was found to be 

dangerous and therefore bis detention was justified on the ground of rhe public safety. However, 

the Court chose to consider these concerns under the "public interest" ground. 

"' (September 3, 1976). (B.C. Co. Cr). I WCB 40. 

lR Id 

(Janiiary 4.1978). (Ont, Co. CL). 2 WCB 269. 

17' Id 
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In R. v. L a r ~ c h e " ~  the Ontario Court decided that the accused's release would undermine 

the respect of the public, given the fact that the accused was charged with the murder of his 

infant son, was on probation at the tirne of the incident and was on bail for public mischief and 

misleading a vace  officer. Also, there was evidence that he had breached bail and probation 

conditions relating to the consurnption of alcohol, residency and requirement to keep the pea~e , '~~  

As the Court itself emphasized, the accused had committed the offense while on bail, and subject 

to other prohibitions. He had problems related to alcohol. These considerations would suggest a 

tendency to continue io offend. According to the Court, the consideration of the "public interest" 

in the secondary ground was not to be constructed as relating solely to the prevention of further 

criminal acts.ln It is easy to notice in this statement the consideration of the risk of committing 

another crime as part of the public interest ground. The rationale of the courts in the above cases 

suggests that Canadian judges perceived the two grounds, narnely the "safety of the public" and 

the "public interest" as pmly entailing the sarne concem: the risk of the accused committing 

oiher offenses upon release. 

- 

(October 2, L990). (Ont CL Gen. Div.), I l  WCB ( 2 4  49. 

'" Id. at pp. 31-32. 
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3.2.1.b The legidaîors' intention 

The source over whether the "pubiic interest" ought to have been a separate bais for 

detention, independent of the "protection of the public," might be discerned from Parliament's 

intentions at the time S. 457(7)(b) [later 515(10)(b)] was first enacted. It seerns like the "public 

interest" was intended to include the protection of the public frorn future criminal actions of the 

accused, as well as the prevention of the accused from interfering with the administration of 

justice. Thus, according to the Ouirnet Report, detention necessary in the public interest 

includes: 

(i) To ensure the appeannce of the accused at his trial. 

(ii) To protect the public pending the tnal of the accused.'" 

With respect to the protection of the public pending trial, the Report suggested that the 

Cornmittee related this concem to the risk of the accused to commit offenses similar to those in 

respect of which the accused has been arrested, as well as offenses reiated to his trial, such as: 

(a) The desuuction of evidence or the tmpering with witnesses. 

(b) Otherwise attempting to pervert the course of justice.'79 

The Cornittee observed the theme in the taw of bail developed at common law, namely 

that the public interest is not exclusively related to the risk of the accused to abscond, but dso to 

'n Id. at p. 32. 

'" Ouimet Report, see note 70, at p. 99. 
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the protection of the public against offenses which rnight be cornrnitted if the accused were 

adrnitted to bail.ISO 

The views expressed by the Ouimet Committee clearly suggest that the proposal to make 

reference to the "public interest" as a ground for denying bail, was concerned only with the 

safety of the pubIic and the proper functioning of the administration of justice. This is also 

confirrned by the discussions in Parliament before the adoption of the new secondary ground. As 

far as it can be gathered, the "public interest" was intended not to have a separate status from the 

"safety of the public." The latter was merely considered as part of the According to 

Trotter, the cases brought by the Minister of Justice at the time, as examples of the recognition of 

"public interest" were d l  concerned with the risk of the accused re-offending or interFering with 

the administration of justice.'*' 

Given the above observation, it seems like the "public interest" ground at the time of 

adoption wris intended to be only a label for the safety of the public and the interference with the 

administration of justice. However, the technicd construction of the provision of the secondary 

ground after the adoption did not correspond to this intenti~n.'~ It is not clear whether this was a 

179 Id. 

lm Id, at p. 108. 
181 John Turner's temarks as cited by Gary T. Trotter, see note 1, at pp. 147-148. 

'" id, at p. ~ 4 8 .  

lm S. 457(7) (b) read: 

... on the secondary p u n d  (the appiicabiiity of which shail be determined only in the event that and &er is 
detennined that his detention is not justified on the primary ground referred to in p m p p h  (a)) that his 
delention is necessiuy UI the public interesr or for the protection or safety of the public, having regrird to aII 
the circumsmces including any substrintid likelihood that the accused will, if he is released h m  custody, 
commit a criminal offense or an interference with the administration of justice. [emphasis addedl 
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technical rnistake or the will of the legislators. As a consequence, as shown in the previous part, 

courts generally relied on a distinction between the safety of the public and the "public interest" 

ground. 

3.2.2 The concerns involved in the ~ u b l i c  interest" ground 

The clearest interpretation of these concerns was provided in the case of R. v. Poivers.'" 

Here, the Ontario High Court of Justice denied release on bail on the grounds that it was 

necessary in the public interest, although it recognized that the only person thrit could have been 

harmed if the accused was going to be released was herseIf. In an attempt to define the term 

"public interest," Mr. Justice Lerner stated: 

"Public interest" invoives many considentions, not the least of which is the "public 
image" of the Criminal Code, the Bail Reform Act amendments, the apprehension and 
conviction of crirninals, the attempts at deterrence of crime, and uItimateiy the protection 
of that ovenvhelming percentage of citizens of Canada who are not only sociaily 
conscious but law-abiding. This cannot be emphasized too strongly. Much has been 
written in the public press about the attitude of citizens, juries, law enforcement officers 
(who some seem to forget are also citizens in Our society) concem-ng accused persons 
king released and subsequently arrested on allegaiions of commission of further 
offenses. When weighing the rights of the accused in the context that he should not be 
improperly detained or discriminated against, one is also rnindful of the rfghts of the 
cornmunity and remember that in the "public interest" the scales not be tipped in the 
other direction to the extent that the citizen rnity, in wonderment and bewilderment, feel 
that the application of our criminal laws (bail provisions) is a mockery or at least not 
k ing administered redistically or in the public intere~t.'~ 

" See note 108. 

Id., at pp. 544-545 [emphasis in origid]. 
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It is easy to notice the interpretation of the "public interest" ground as concemed basically with 

public confidence in the administration of justice. The denid of bail in this case instmcts that 

public confidence in the administration of justice as viewed by an informed public requires 

consideration of the senousness of the offense, probability of guilt, probnbility of incarceration if 

convi~ted.'~~ 

Judge Gratton of the District Court of Nipissing, Ontario relied on the above 

interpretation of the tem "public interest" for denying release on bail to an accused charged with 

attempted murder and €ive other charges in the case of R. v. Moore.'" The accused challenged 

the decision of the Justice of Peace denying him release on bail based on the secondary ground. 

The District Court upheld the decision of the Justice of the Peace because, based on the 

accused's dismal previous criuiinal record, his detention w s  necessary in the public interest and 

tiiere was a real likelihood that he would commit another offense involving serious h m  if 

released on bail.'" 

in relying on the public interest ground, Judge Gratton supported only that part of the 

interpretation of Mr. Justice Lerner which was related to the baiance between the rights of the 

accused and the rights of the cornmunity. He did not agree with Mr. Justice Lemer that attention 

must be given to the public press as a factor that ought to influence the decision-making process 

in the interpretation of a statute such as the Bail Reform Act.'w However, despite the reluctance 

-- p.- 

186 Id. 

lm See note 130. 

'" Id., at p. 292 [emphasis added]. See note 132. 

'" Id. at p. 290. 
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to consider the public press as a factor, Judge Gntton rernained faithful to the definition of the 

term "public interest" as provided by Mr. Justice Lemer. 

Another implied affirmation of part of Mr. Justice Lemer's construction of the term 

"public interest" was offered by Mr. Justice Cuiliton in R. v. Demyen.'Po He held that Parliament 

intentionally left the determination of the meaning of these words to the discretion of judges. 

With regard to the efforts to shape this tenn he stated: 

To attempt to define with particularity what constitotes public interest would not only be 
difficult but would likely result in restricting by judicial pronouncement the unfettered 
discretion which Parliament intended to confer. The proper application, in my view, is to 
give to public interest a comprehensive meaning and to decide in the circumstances of 
each case whether or not the public interest requires the prisoner's detention. 
I am convinced that the effective enforcement and administration of the criminal Iaw can 
oniy be achieved if the Courts, Judges and police officers, and law enforcement agencies 
have and maintain the confidence and respect of the pubiic. Any action by the Courts, 
Judges, police ofticers, or law enforcernent agencies which may deüimentally affect that 
public confidence and respect would be contmy to the public intere~t.'~' 

Clearly, ML Justice Culliton saw the need to maintain the confidence and respect of the public as 

part of the public interest. However, he did not elabonte further on the actions that could affect 

the confidence and respect of the public. Thus, besides stressing the difficulty of dealing with 

the tenn and the need to shape it in the circumstances of each case, the above construction does 

not help to clarify the concept. 

lm (19751.26 C.C.C. (2d) 324 (Sask. C.A., In Chambers). 
191 ld-, at p. 326. The sme reasoning is used in R. v. Kingivatsiak (i976), 31 C.C.C. (2d) 213, (N.W.T.C.A.) and R. 
v. Moreastek (1977), 40 C.C.C. (Îd) 131, (Ont. CA). 
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The Quebec Court of Sessions of the Peace, in the case R. v. Dickie,'= denied bail ro an 

accused c h q e d  with trafficking of hashish, on the grounds that there was a llikelihood of 

commission of mother offense, and consequently detention was necessary in the "public 

interest." The Court relied on the interpretation delivered in Powers to justify the relevance of 

the "public interest" ground for detention. Thus, Mr. Justice Boilard for the Court stated: 

1 subscribe to the views expressed by Lemer J. in the case of Potvers, supra, that with 
those facts as disclosed in the evidence 1 have heard from the witness Corporal Lemy, 
and considering also the nature of the offense and the quantity with which Dickie is 
charged, members of the public would wonder what is going on in our courts of law, or 
rnight be bewildered, if Dickie were still to be relea~ed.'~~ 

The same reasoning was used by the Quebec Superior Court in R, v. Ghannime and 

Micliartb'* for denying bail to an riccused charged with possession of heroin and hashish for the 

purposes of trafficking. The Court reversed the initial decision to release the accused under 

certain conditions, arguing that the triai judge erred in the evrilusitian of the "public interest" and 

the d e p e  of p m f  required from the accused in order to be reIeased once he had been chuged 

with one of the dmg related-offenses. It was argued that while a heroin addict will sometime be 

regarded leniently by the courts, the non-user dealer and the "wholesaler" constitute a 

considerable menace to the public.'qs Consequendy, bail was denied on the p u n d  of the public 

interest and for the protection and safety of the public. 

'" (1979), 14 CR. (3d) 110 (Que. S.P.) 

Id., at p.116. 

** (L980), 18 CR. (3d) 186 (Que- S.C.) 

Ig5 Id. at pp. 186-187. 
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The association of the term "public interest" with public confidence in the administration 

of justice was reconfimed by the Ontario Court of Appeal in the case of R. v. Dakin.'% Mr. 

Justice Morden for the  COU^ defined the tenn "public interest" as a concept including the matter 

of the public's perception of, and confidence in, the administration of justice. The indicators of 

the public reaction seemed to be the seriousness of the offense, the likelihood of conviction and 

imprisonment, as well as the criminai records of the ac~used. '~~ 

It is unavoidable to note in al1 the above cases that, for the courts, the presewation of the 

trust of the public in the administration of justice seemed to work only on one side, narnely 

rtgainst the release of the accused. It is only in the case of R. v. f~rnorhe'~~ that the term "public" 

was submitted to a more bdanced analysis. In this case, for the first time, the interest of the 

accused was considered to be one of the two aspects of the notion of "public interest," the other 

being the determination of what the perception of the public would be upon the accused's 

retease, Through the words of Mr. Justice Baudouin, the Quebec Court of Appeal narrowed the 

concept of "public" to a "reasonably informer one: 

With respect to the perception of the public, as we know, a large part of the Canadian 
public often adopts a negative and even emotional attitude towards criminais or powerful 
criminals. The public wants to see itself protected, see criminals in prisons and see them 
punished severely. To get rid of the criminal is to get rid of the crime. It perceives the 
judicial system harshly and the administration of justice in generai as too indulgent, too 
soft, too good to the criminal. This perception, almost viscerd in respect of crime, is 
surely not the perception which a judge must have in deciding the issue of intenm 

'* [1989] 0. J. No. 1348 (Ont. CA.). 
t 97 R v. Ethier (1989). 101 NBR (2d) 279 (N.B.Q.B.), R. v. Hood (1992), 130 AR 135 (Alta. QS.). The 
considemion of the seriousness of the aïme and the criminal records as sufficient to justify detention in the public 
interest has been criticized in R v. Harris (Febniary 1, 1991). (Ont. CL Gen. Div.). Keith R. HamiIton, see note 137, 
at p. 132 

19% note 116. 
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release ... The criminal law and its application also h a ,  and must have, an educational 
value for the public. An infomed public must understand that the existence of the 
presumption of innocence at dl stages of the criminal process is not a prirely theoretical 
notion, but a concrete redity and that, despite what may happen, in its perception, for 
certain inconveniences with respect to effectiveness in the repression of crime, it is the 
price rhat nuist be paid for Ife in afree and democratic s ~ c i e t y . ~ ~ ~  

The Quebec Court of Apped found the decision of the judge who had ordered the detention of 

the accused based only on the gravity of the offense and the probability of conviction to be in 

error. These are only some of the criteria to con~ ide r .~  The decision of the court in this case is 

considered to have fundamentally changed the goveming principles on the subject. Despite 

some expressed con~erns,~~' the argument, that the gravity of the offense and the likelihood of 

conviction alone will not usually justify detention, has been supported in the subsequent sirnilx 

The interpretation provided by Mt. Justice Baudouin suggests that it would not be 

unreasonable to think that if the accused is found reliable for the purposes of the primary and 

secondxy ground, it will be in the interest of an informed public to grant the accused release on 

bail. Thus, if the accused is able to satisfy these requirements in the Erst place, a reasonable 

public must be content with the process of the criminai justice system. 

Id, at p. 541 [emphasis in original]. 

" Id The sme is argued also in R v. Perron, see note 118- 

Mr. Justice Boilard of the Quebec Superior Court reviewing the denid of bail in Morales case. He expressed 
disagreement with the priociple established in Perron and Luirorhe but stated that he had no choice but to follow the 
rule established there. R. v. Morales, see note 7 ,  at pp. 88-89. 

Zm R v- Hulberz (July 6, 1990), (Que. Sup. CL), [O WCB (24 454. R v. Durning (1993, 114 N.S.R. (2d) 75 
(N.S.S.C.). 
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3.2.3 The case of R. v. Morales 

The final review of the term "in the public interest" was performed by the Supreme Court 

of Canada in the case of R. v.  morale^.^^ This case involved a constitutional challenge to the 

secondary ground for detention as provided by the former S. 515(10)(b). The accused, while 

awaiting trial for an indictable offense, was charged with trafficking in narcotics, possession of 

narcotics for the purpose of trafficking, importing narcotics and conspiracy to import narcotics. 

He was initially denied bail on these charges but, on an application for a review of the detention 

order by the Quebec Superior Court, was granted bail. The Crown sought leave to appeal this 

decision to the Supreme Court of Canada. 

One of the issues in the appeal was also the vdidity of ss. 515(10)(b) of the Criminal 

Code in terrns of its compatibility with the constitutional principIes set in ss. 7,9, 1 l(d) and 1 I(e) 

of the Charter. However, the Supreme Court considered the issue Iargely covered by the 

specific guarantee set out in S. 1 l(e) of the Charter. According to this section, any person 

charged with an offense has the right not to be denied reasonable bai1 without just cause. 

The Supreme Cour! identified two separate concerns with the secondary ground, namely 

the "public interest" and the "protection or safety of the public." According to the Court, each of 

these two components entails very different constitutional considerations. As a result, the 

" See note 7. 
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"public interest" component was analyzed separately from the other component of the secondary 

ground, the safety of the p ~ b l i c . ~  

The concept of "public interest" was submitted to the test of "just cause" as deterrnined in 

R. v. Pears~n.~'  That is, the denid must be limited to a nanow set of circumstances, and it rnust 

work to pmmote the proper functioning of the bail system and must not be undertaken for any 

purpose extraneous to the bail s y ~ t e m . ~  According to Mr. Justice b e r ,  delivering the 

judgment for the majon'ty, the criterion of "public interest" as a ba is  for pre-trial detention 

violated S. 1 l(e) because it authorized detention in vague and imprecise tenns. The constructions 

of this term provided by Mr. Justice Lemer in R. v. PowerP7 and Mr. Justice Culliton in R. v. 

DernyerzmB restated also in R. v. KingwatsiaPW and R. v, Morensrein,'lo as well as the definition of 

the "public interest" in R. v. Dakin2'' could not be considered as providing any workabk 

merining. Cornmenting on these constructions, Mr. Justice Lamer stated: 

In my view, these authorities do not establish "any workable rneaning" for the term 
"public interest." On the contrary, these authorities demonstrate the open-ended nature of 
the term. Demyen, Kingwarsiak and Morenstein expressly recognized that "public 
interest" imports a standard which is completely discretionq. Powers and Dakin reliec! 
on an imprecise notion that the public interest justifies denying bai1 whenever the public 
image of the criminal justice system would be compromised by gnnting bail. The cases 
in the Quebec Superior Court relied on an imprecise notion that drug traffickers with no 
apparent defense should be denied bail. In my view, these authorities demonstrate that 

id.. ai p. 90. 

'05 See note 122. 

?O6 td, at. pp- 57-61. 

m ~ e e  note 108. 

Sec note 190. 

See note 191- 

''O See noie 191- 
'If See note 196. . 
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the term "public interest" has not been given a constant or settled meaning by the courts. 
The terni provides no guidance for legai debate. The terni authorizes a standardless 
sweep, as the court can order irnprisonment whenever it sees fit."' 

Having thus concludeci, the Supreme Court held that because there cannot be 'tjust cause" 

for denial of bail within the meaning of S. 1 l(e) if the statutory criteria for denying bail are vague 

and imprecise, the "public interest" cntenon for pre-trial detention under S. 5 15 l(lO)(b) violated 

S. 1 l(e) of the Chaner?" The Suprerne Court then analyzed this violation from the perspective 

of s. 1 of the Chaner, to determine whether the violation was a reasonable lirnit prescribed by 

law that can be demonstrably justified in a free and dernocntic society. It argued that "public 

interest" could well be so vague that it could not constitue a Iimit that is "prescribed by law."*'' 

However, it was argued that even if the term "public interest" was capable of passing the 

threshold test under S. 1 of being a lirnit that is prescribed by law, i t  could not rneet the 

proportionali ty test established in R. v. O a k e ~ . ~ ' ~  

According to the test established in Oakes case, there are two central criteria that must be 

met in order to establish that rt lirnit is reasonable and demonstrably justified in a free and 

dernomtic society, as required by S. 1 of the Charrer. First, the objective, which the measures 

are designed to serve, must be of sufficient importance to wmant ovemding a constitutionaily 

protected nght or freedom. Secondly, once a sufficiently significant objective is recognized, it 

212 R. v. Morales, see note 7 .  a l  pp. 94-95 

'13 ld ,  at  p. 95. 

'lr Id 

2'5 (1986). 24 C.C.C. (3d) 321 (S.C.C-) 
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must be shown that the means chosen are reasonably and demonstrably justified. This involves a 

test of proportionality made of three important components: 

a) the measures adopted must be rationally connected to the objective in question; 

b) the means, even if rationally connected to the objective in the first sense, should impair 

as little as possible the right or the freedom in question; 

c) there must be a proportionality between the effects of the measures and the objective.l16 

According to Mr. Justice Lamer the objectives of the secondary ground, namely the prevention 

of crime and the prevention of those that have been arrested from interfering with the 

administration of justice are sufficiently important to warrant ovemding ri constitutionaUy 

protected right.'" It is the second bnnch of the Oakes test that the public interest component of 

S. 515(10)(b) could not meet, Thus, there was no rational connection between the measure and 

the objectives of preventing crime and interference with the administration of justice; the 

provision was so vague that it did not provide any means to determine which accused were most 

likely to commit offenses or interfere with the administration of justice while on bail. Secondly, 

the measure did not impair rights as Iittle as possible; the vague and overbroad concept of public 

interest permitted far more pre-triai detention than is required to meet the limited objectives of 

preventing crime and preventing interference with the administration of justice by those who 

were on baiI. Finally, there was no proportionality between the effects of the merisure and its 

"' Id, at p. 348. The third piut of the Oakes test has been modifieci by the Supreme Court of Canada in the case of 
Dogenais v. C ( ü ~ ~ ~ d i m  Broadcasring Corporarion, (19941 3 S.C.R. 835. It was rephnsed as foltows: there must be 
a proponiondity between h e  de1eteriou.s effects of the measures which are responsible for limiting the nghts or 
fieedoms in questions and the objective, and there must be a proportionality between the deleterious and the salut;iry 
effects of the measures. Id., at p. 889. 
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objectives; by authorizing excessive pre-uiai detention, the effects of the lirnit far exceeded the 

objectives of the rnea~ure?'~ Consequently, the Supreme Court concluded that the violation of S. 

Ll(e) was not justified under s.1 of the Charter and therefore, the ground "public interest" was 

unconstitutional. 

3.3 Conclusion 

The history of the adoption of the "public interest" ground shows that originally this 

ground was concemed only with the prevention of the accused Fom cornmitting other offenses 

upon release and the proper functioning of the administraiion of justice. However, the provision 

of the secondary ground, as adopted by Parliament, provided this ground as separate and 

distinctive from the other two. 

The ground of "public interest", as interpreted by the courts after the adoption, entailed si 

rïsk of abusing the rights of the accused during the pre-trial period. It provided too broad powers 

for the judges to detain based on an unclem conception of what was in the public interest. 

Despite the efforts to provide a consuuction for the tenn, it was mainly understood as concerned 

with the negative reaction of the public toward the administration of justice, upon the release of 

*17 R v. Morales, see note 7, at p. 96. CIearly, Mr- Justice b e r  considered the ground of "pubk interest'* as 
concerned with the prevention of crime and the prevention of those that have ken enested from interfering wirh the 
administration of justice. 

Id 
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the accused. Akhough it took time for the Canadian courts to realize this, its abrogation was 

necessq for guaranteeing a fair application of the rules of the criminal justice system. Despite 

the importance of public confidence in the justice system, the ambiguity of the terni "pubIic 

interest" could not work to promote it. 

Given the conciusion of the majority of the Supreme Court judges with regard to the 

concept of "public interest," it is surprising that later on, in the case of R. v. HU~Z,"~ the Ontario 

Court of Appeal found basically the same construction, now entailed in statutory provisions, as 

amounting to a rvorkabfe meaning and thus meeting the criteria of "just cause." This issue is 

dealt with in the following chapter. 
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AN ANALYTICAL OVERVIEW OF THE TERTURY CROUND 

After the decision of the Supreme Court of Canada in the Morales case, the Canadian 

Parliament rnodified the wording of subsection 515(10)@) by omitting the term "public interest-" 

In addition to this amendment, Parliament introduced new grounds for justifying the detention of 

the accused, nmely: 

(c) on any other just cause king shown and, without limiting the generaiity of the 
foregoing, where the detention is necessary in order to maintain confidence in the 
administration of justice, having regard to al1 circumstances, including the apparent 
strength of the prosecution's case, the gravity of the nature of the offense, the 
circumstances surrounding its commission and the potentiai for a [engthy term of 
irnprisonment. 

The adoption of this ground has Mised the issue of the vaiidity of this ground in relation to the 

constitutional principle of the presumption of innocence. The efficiency of the rule in pnctice, 

as well as the risk of abusing the rights of the accused due to the broad and imprecise language 

of the provision a other concems. This chapter expIores a11 these issues. It supports the idea 

that the provision of the tertiary ground is as vague and broad as the "public interest" ground. It 

also argues that, aithough it is very important for the administration of justice to rely on public 

confidence, the provision of S. 515(10)(c) as it is, does not work to that advantage. 
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4.2 Incentives for adopting the tertiary ground 

It is not very difficult to perceive where Parliment got the incentive for adopting S. 

515(10)(c). Despite the abrogation of the "public interest" ground as constitutionally invalid in 

the Morales case, the preservation of public confidence in the administration of justice remained 

still a strong concern. Several proposals were made after the decision of the Morales case, with 

regard to the inclusion of the need to maintain confidence in the administration of justice as a 

ground for denying bail. 

The initial proposals to adopt a third ground for detention, which could respond to this 

need, were presented by the representatives of the provinces of Saskatchewan, Quebec and 

Ontaio at the Uniform Law Conference of 1993. The shared concern about the importance of 

rhe maintenance of public confidence in the administration of justice is reflected by the fact that 

the proposals for adopting a new ground for detention were made independently by each 

p rov in~e .~  At the end, the three provinces agreed on one common proposal, namely that 

releasing the accused, in light of the p v i t y  of the offense and the strength of the Crown's case 

would tend to bring the "administration of justice into disrepute.""' However, the final proposal 

adopted some more general terms: 

Uniform Law Conference of Canada, Proceedings of the Sevenw-Fifth Annuai Meetin& Edmonton. Nbem. 
1993. p. 54 item 2, p. 57 item 3, p.60 item 1. 

Id This term is used dso in the S. 24(2) of the Charter, which provides for the excIusion of evidence obhined in 
violation of the Cltarter, if it is established that the admission of it in the proceedings wïlI bnng the administration of 
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The Federai Justice study expeditiously the secondary p u n d  as applied to bail 
decisions in light of the decision in Pearson and Morales so that recommendations could 
be made for legislation." 

It must be noted that these proposais were principally concerned with the need to protect the 

image of the criminal justice system. It is difficult to find the incentives for the adoption of the 

ground "any other just cause being ~hown. ' '~  The apparent strength of the prosecution's case, 

the gravity of the nature of the offense, the circumstances surrounding its commission and the 

potential for a lengthy term of imprisonment are again the main influential factors for the 

applicability of tertiary ground. 

4.3 lnterpretation of the tertiary ground by courts 

In general, the tertiary ground is concerned with the need to preserve the public image of 

the justice system. In R. v, Sowassfl  the British Columbia Supreme Court stated in part: 

justice into disrepute. Génld A. Beaudoin, Erroi Mendes. The Canadian Charter of Ri~hts and Freedoms, 3rd ed. 
(Toronto. Canada: Carswell, 1996). at pp. 19-47-1948. 
222 Unifonn Law Conference of Canada, see note 220, at p. 54, item 2. 

According to Professor Gary T. Troiter, there has b e n  very linle discussion in the Canadian Parliament at the 
tirne of enactment of the subsection SIS(lO)(c). It is hard to find any legislative dnft materid that could explain the 
rationale beyond the adoption of the ground "any other just cause king shown." Consequently, the sources of this 
paper with regard to the initiatives to adapt a third ground for justiQing detention in bail application are Iimited 10 

the passage described in the judgment of R. v. HaII, see note 2. 
3 (üecember 4, 1997). (B.C.S.C.) New Westminster Reg. No. X039609, as referred to Keith R Hamilton, see note 
137. at p- 162. 
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The very senerd parlimentary language requircs the Court to take an approach 
akin to the law of negligence-what would be reasonably foreseeable to a well inforrned 
person that must be guarded against, and is not guarded against (in foresight and 
hindsight), would cause that reasonable person to lose confidence in the administration of 
j ~ s t i c e ? ~  

The difficulty of dealing with such an issue is obvious. In another case, R. v. 

Ale~ander,~' the accused was alleged to have engaged in a home invasion in which handguns 

were used and victirns were threatened and injured. The Crown appeared to have a very strong 

case and the potential for a lengthy term of imprisonment was geat in case OF conviction. 

Another member of the gang involved in the offense was still unidentified, and there were 

handguns that had not been recovered. There were also concems about the desire or ability of 

the proposed sureties to cany out their responsibilities with respect to the accused." The Court 

held t h  the detention of the accused was justified under the tertiary ground, authocizing 

deteniion 'on any other just cause being shown." According to the Court, the nsk of the accused 

reoffending could be minimized to some degree by the terms of release, but that did little to 

address the issue in S. 51S(lO)(c), of whether the accused's detention was necessq to maintain 

confidence in the administration of justice. The Court said that this case represented the classic 

case envisaged by the legislature in enacting S. 515(10)(c), and if any set of circumstances could 

support detention under that provision, those circumstances were present in bis case.= 

Obviously these circumstances were the strength of the Crown's case and the potential for a 

lengthy incarceration, in case of conviction. 

z 6  (January 9,1998). (Ont- CL Gen. Div.), 37 WCB (24  185. 

" Id. at p. 185. 
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The first constitutional challenge of the tertiary ground was presented in R. v. 

M a ~ D o t i g a l . ~  Here the accused was charged in a serious home invasion, which resulted in 

significant injuries to one of the residents. The accused was denied bail based on the tertiiiry 

ground, given the strength of the prosecution's case, the gnvity of the nature of the offense, and 

the potential for a lengthy term of imprisonment. He chailenged the constitutionality of the 

provision by way of habeas corpiis but the application was disrnissed. He appeded to the British 

Columbia Court of Appedm 

The Court did not agree with the argument presented by the applicant with regard to the 

vagueness and overbroadness of the provision of the tertiary ground. According to Mr. Justice 

Hail, section 515(10)(c) is not a standardless sweep. It contains within it a number of 

considerations to be weighed such that there is sufficient material to provide for infomed legd 

debate. W. Justice Hall conciuded: 

The provisions of the section appear to me to require the Crown at a bail hearing 
to establish a strong prima facie case of very bad conduct resulting in serious h m  or the 
potentiai for serious h m ,  In such circumstances, there would usually exist a suong 
likelihood that a significant sentence would be imposed on a person found guilty of such 
conduct. 1 believe that by delineating the list of relevant factors to be considered in the 
section under review, Parliament has provided sufficient direction to fiord guidance for 
informed legal debate.=' 

In relation to the importance of the concern of the tertiary ground, Mr. Justice Hall cornmented 

that to sustain the rule of law, a core value of the society, it is necessary to maintain public 

ES id 

2-5 (1999). 138 C.C.C. (34 38 (B.C.A.C.). 

Id. at pp- 38-39. 

Id, at p. 48. 
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respect for the Iaw and the courts. To to have regard for the provisions of S. 515(10)(c) in the 

relativeiy rare cases where it can properiy be invoked, would tend to work against maintaining 

broad public confidence in the way the justice is administered in Canada."2 As a conclusion, the 

Court dismissed the appeal of the applicmint, hoIding that the section as it stands it is not 

defective. 

Another challenge to the tertiary ground was in the case R. v. Hall."' In this case, the 

accused was charged with first degree murder and was denied bail on the ground provided in S. 

515(10)(c), namely that his detention was necessq in order to maintain confidence in rhe 

administration of justice. He applied to the Ontario Court of Appeal for habeas corpris and 

relief pursuant to S. 24(1) of the CIzaner, clairning that the denial of bail on the basis of S. 

515(LO)(c) violated S. 1 l(e) of the Chaner. He also subrnitted that this ground is impermissibly 

vague and broad and thus, it provides for the denial of bail without "just cause", rigain contmy 

to S. 1 l(e) of the Charter." 

The Ontario Court of Appeai decided not to consider the validity of "any other just cause 

being shown," and focused its anai;~sis on the phrase "necessary in order to maintain confidence 

in the administration of justice." The Court performed an andysis of this part of the section 

515(LO)(c) on the basis of the test of "just cause" as established in R, v. Pearson-?3s Mr. Justice 

ld 

" Sce noie 2. 

Id., at p. 4. Both arguments submined by the appetlant were supporteri by the Criminal Lawyers' AssociatÏon 
(Ontario) (CLA.) in the quality o f  the intervener in the case. According to C L A  the detention of the accwd on 
grounds other than the ones provided in S. 515(10)(û) and (b) is inconsistent with S. 1 l(e) of  the Chorter. id.. at pm. 
28. 

~3'See note 122. 
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Osborne delivering the judgment for the Court initially analyzed the argument that the provision 

was vague and broad and thus not lirnited to a narrow set of circurnstances as required by the 

first branch of the test of "just cause." He argued that this term had aiready been elaborated by 

the courts and also given a workable rneaning. He mentioned the interpretation of Mt. Justice La 

Forest in the case of Canadian Bruadcasting Corporation v. New Bnlnnvick (Arromey 

The phrase "administration of justice" appears throughout legislation in Canada, 
including the Charter. Thus, "proper administration of justice" which of necessity has 
been the subject of judiciai interpretation provides the judiciary with a workable 
standxdP7 

Another construction, which according to Mr. Justice Osbome amounted to a workable meaning, 

was the construction provided by Madam Justice Arbour in R, v. FarinnacCza 

Public confidence in the administration of justice requires that judgments be 
enforced. The public interest may require that a person convicted of a very serious 
offense, particularly a repeat offender who is advancing gounds of appeal that are 
arguably weak be denied baiLZg 

Mr. Justice Osbome also agreed with the arguments of Mr. Justice Hail in R, v. MacD~rtgal,'~ 

rnaintaining that by delineating the List of the relevant factors to be considered in the section 

under review, Parliament has provided suffÏcient direction to afford guidance for informed legai 

debate. He conchded that the section is not overbroad and not void for vagueness."' With 

regard to the second branch of the test of "just cause," requiring that bail be denied for a purpose 

M (1996). 110 C.C.C. (3d) 193. (S.C.C.). 

As cited in R. v. Hall. see note 2, at p m .  47. 

(1993). 86 C.C.C. (3d) 32 (Ont CA). 

"9 As cited in R. v. Hall, see note 2. at pan. 48. 

aa See note 229. 

"' Sec note 2. rit para. 49. 
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reiated to the promotion of the proper functioning of the bail system, ML Justice Osborne argued 

that S. 5 l5(lO)(c) complies with it: 

Since the bail system is one of the many cornponents of the criminal justice 
system, it inevitably follows that decisions on bail have the real capacity to affect the 
confidence in the administration of justice and the bail system itself. in rny opinion, 
maintaining confidence in the administration of justice is not a value "extraneous" to the 
bail ~ystern.'~' 

In surnmary, Mr. Justice Osborne argued that the need to maintain confidence in the 

administration of justice complies with both requirements of the test of "just cause." This 

ground is restricted only to a narrow set of circumstances as cieariy specified in the provision, 

and secondly, it also works to promote the proper functioning of the bail system. The terni 

"confidence in the administration of justice" is not vague and broad, but rather clear and capable 

of open constructive legal debate. 

4.4 A discussion of the reasoning of the Ontario Court of Appeal in the Hall case 

The concIusion of the Ontario Court of AppeaI with regard to the "just cause" test can be 

discussed under severai points. It can be argued that the term ''public confidence in h e  

administration of justice" is just as vague and imprecise as the p u n d  "public interest" and 

equally incapable of k ing given a constant and settled meaninp. It seems difficult tu give clear 

242 rd.. ar para. 52. 
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mswers to questions such as, what could be considered as a measure that wouId contribute to the 

maintenance of public confidence in the administration of justice? in what cases would the 

gnnting of bail undermine the public tmst in the administration of justice? 

it becomes even more problematic to envisage answers to these questions if they are 

considered together with the argument that in ail cases falling within the arnbit of subsection 

515(LO)(c) the applicant for a release on bail has been found reliable for the purposes of the 

primary and secondary grounds. The difficulty of frarning answers to these questions would 

certainly have a considerable effect on the range of the circumstances that would fall within the 

ambit of the provision. 

It seems also difficult to accept the interpretations mentioned in the reasoning of the case 

as affording a workable meaning of the term "public confidence in the administration of justice." 

The first construction provided by Mr. Justice La Forest in the case of Canadian Broadcasring 

Corporation v. New Bnlnsrvick (Attorney Gener~i)"~ does not say anything about the meaning of 

the term "administration of justice." Apart from the fact that the definition stresses that the term 

has been used throughout legislation and has been the subject of judicial interpretation, it does 

not say more about its meaning. It sounds quite pointless to try to explain a term by means of a 

statement which points out only the frequency of the use of the term or the working standard that 

it &or& to the judiciary. Even if there had been judiciai interpretations of the tenn "proper 

administration of justice," the above citation does not show it. 

253 See note 236. 
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With regard to the other definition provided by Madam Justice Arbour in R. v. 

Fannnaci,'" the connection of the "public confidence in the administration of justice" to the 

requirement that judgment be enforced seems too narrow. If ail that the term "public confidence 

in the administration of justice" involves is that judgments be enforced, what is the relationship 

between this interest and the need to detain? It is technically very difficult to deduce from the 

last definition a supporting argument for denying bail. 

Moreover, this construction uses the term "public interest-" It is hard to sustain such a 

construction given the arguments of the Supreme Court in the Morales case. If the "public 

interest" construction would be considered as vaiid for providing a workable meaning for the 

term "confidence in the administration of justice," then the whole argument against the 

arnbiguity of the former must be ignoreci. 

On the other hand, it could also be argued that, had the words "confidence in the 

administration of justice" been sufficiently clear and precise, the Supreme Court of Canada 

would not have stmck down the terms "public interest" for k ing impermissibly vague. As 

shown in the previous part, before the Morales case this term had been always k e n  associated 

by the courts with the concem to maintain public confidence in the administration of justice. 

Assuming that the current S. 515(10)(c) violates S. ll(e) of the Charter, can it be justified 

under s.1 of the Charter? Following the reasoning of the Supreme Court in the Morales case, a 

vague provision may not be capable of constituting a b i t  which is "prescribed by Iaw" under S. 

244 See note 238. 
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1. However, sven if the provision is capable of passing this threshold, it must still be justified 

under the Oakes test. 

Thus, if submitted to the Oakes test, the ground "necessary to maintain confidence in the 

administration of justice" would likely fail to meet the proportiondity test."s Due to its 

imprecision and vagueness, this ground is not capable of providing any ways of determining 

which cases of release on bail would undermine public confidence in the administration of 

justice and which would not. It canies the risk of impairing rights more than is necessary for the 

purpose of maintaining confidence in the administration of justice. The provision would permit 

detentions that would exceed the objective of the rneasure. Consequently, there is very little 

likelihood that this ground would be justified under S. 1 of the Cliarler. 

The above analysis however, relates only to one part of the provision of subsection 

515(10)(c). The rneaning of this provision is even more difficult to construct in its entirety. It is 

mther confusing and hard to understand. From a first reading of subsection 51S(lO)(c) one 

realizes that there are two main circumstances that apply, namely, "any other just cause king 

shown" and "where the detention is necessary in order to rnaintain confidence in the 

administration of justice." As clexly specified by the provision itself, the latter must not Iimit 

the gned i t y  of the former, which implies that the ground "my other just cause king shown" 

includes the ground "where the detention is necessary in order to maintain confidence in the 

administration of justice," but is not Iirnited to it. 

" R v. Oakes, see note 215. 
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Corning to this conclusion it couId also be argued that the Ontario Court of Appeal 

should have also addressed the ground "any other just cause king shown." The ground "where 

the detention is necessary in order to maintain confidence in the administration of justice" is thus 

one of "any other just cause," Therefore, the latter should have been analyzed also from the 

perspective of "any other just cause." 

On the other hand, it is difficult to imagine the application of this construction in practice. 

The rationale behind the term "any other just cause being shown" is related to its application to 

any circurnstances, conditioned only to the showing of a "just cause," while the rest of the 

provision is obviously restricted to the circumstances stated. If the intention of the legislators 

was to confine the application of "any other just cause being shown" to the circumstances where 

the detention would be necessary in order to maintain confidence in the administration of justice 

having regard of the circumstances Iisted in the 1 s t  part of the subsection, there seems to be no 

point for providing it. 

Actually, it seems that the legislators' aim was to give to the ground "any other just cause 

king shown" a p a t e r  application than "where the detention is necessary in order to maintain 

confidence in the administration of justice." The term "without lirniting the generaiity of the 

foregoing" cIearly supports this argument. It is hard to imagine what would be a circumstance 

that would fall within the ambit of the ground "where necessary in order to maintain confidence 

in the administration of justice," but would Iimit the generality of the ground "any other just 

cause being shown." The provision of S. 515(10)(c) does not only fail to give indications as to 

how to make decisions, but it is actually very confusing with regards to distinguishing between 
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the generality of the term "any other just cause king shownt' and the specificity of the 

circumstances listed at the Iast part of the subsection. As Louis Strezos States in relation to 

subsection 5 1 S(lO)(c): 

It provides an astonishing power to detain accused persons based on a 
standardless sweep of discretion contrary to the very pnnciples espoused in Morales. 
Indeed one rnight reasonably question whether the drafters of this legislation ever read 
M o r u l e ~ . ~  

If submitted to the test of "just cause" as established in the Pearson case, the ground "any 

other just cause king shown" wouid certainly fail both requirements. It permits detention in a 

very broad set of circumstances and consequently it wouid run counter to the proper functioning 

of the bail system, since there would be more detention than is necessary. Applying the Oakes 

test, it would be hard to prove that this ground impairs the right or the freedom in question as 

little as possible, and that there is proportiondity between the effects of the rneasure and the 

objecti~e.~' Consequently, the violation of S. 1 l(e) of the Charter requiring the showing of jus& 

cause for the denid of bail under the t e r t iq  ground will likely not be justified under S. 1 of the 

Charter. 

U6 Louis P. Strezos, Section SIS(lO)(c) of rhe Criminal Code: Resurrecrïng the Unconstitutional Denial of Bail, I I  
CA. (Sth), at p. 58. 
217 See note 216. 
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4 5  The principle behind the tertiary ground and its practical value 

The tertiary ground is concemed with an important aspect of the functioning of the 

criminal justice system, that is the necessity to rely on the trust and confidence of the public. 

Except the part of the provision that provides thrit detention may be justified on "any just cause 

being shown," the test of the provision clearly States the need to detain in order to comply with 

the public expectations of the administration of justice. It is, however, clear that this concern is 

the sarne as the one embodied in the former" public interest" ground. 

It is actually questioned whether the need to preserve the confidence in the administration 

of justice is necessary to secure the proper functioning of the bail system. According to Gary 

Trotter, it is not at a11 clear whether a "public interest" or public confidence critenon is necessary 

to promote the functioning of the bail ~ystem.'~ 

"Just cause" may be restricted to ensuring that the accused appears for court to 
stand trial and to prevent further offending (and interferences with the adminisiration of 
justice) while the accused is on bail. Put the other way around, maintenance of public 
confidence in the administration of justice i s  a purpose exmeous to the bail sy~tem.~'~ 

This argument is aiso supported ais0 by the historicd background of the bail system in Canada, 

which as show in the first chapter, was never concerned with a tertiary ground. 

" Trotter, see note 1 at p. 160. 

'" Id This is supported dm by Louis Strezos, see note 246, ;it p. 160. 
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Despite the shortcomings of the construction of the current tertiary ground and the doubts 

about its relationship with the bail systern, there is no dispute about the importance of its 

underlying concern. It is hard to imagine an efficient criminal justice system without a 

foundation of trust and respect from the public. However, it is also hard to see the gaining of the 

public respect and confidence merely through the power to detain in the name of the 

"maintenance of public confidence." An efficient bail system would still rnaintain public 

confidence if it considers properly the cases on the basis of the p r i m q  and secondary grounds, 

respecting the principle that until proven guilty the accused is presurned innocent. 

Mr. Justice Osborne acknowledged hirnself that the public confidence in the 

administration of justice will normally be rnaintained and enhanced by the pre-trial release of an 

accused who will attend the court when required to do so and who, while on release, will not 

endanger the public. However, he was concerned with other cases that will damage the public 

confidence in the administration of justice, if the accused is reieased." 

As regards the doubts about the relationship between the purpose of the tertiary ground 

and the bail systern, it is naturd to pose the question what is to be gained by detaining an accused 

who will attend for triai and not commit other offenses upon release? It could be that the tertiary 

ground is concemed with residual security concerns. Iudges may mort to the tertiary ground to 

justify detention of accused persons charged of offenses involving too rnuch violence, but found 

to be reliabie on the primary and secondary grounds. Given the few standards provided for the 

application of the tertiary ground, it is easy to frame the need to detain for further security 

See note 2. at pan, 53. 
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rneasures under the provision of the tertiary ground. If this were the case, the sarne confIict of 

fundamental principles would be raised again. That is, due process would be tnimped by 

concems about public security and accountability. Perhaps there are offenses so horrific in their 

brutality or accumulated effect to warrant this kind of response. 

As a matter of fact, the language of the provision of the tertiary ground suggests that 

the concern about the public confidence in the administration of justice is related to the need to 

denounce acts of violence where there are no grounds for applying the primary and secondary 

grounds. Should bail be concerned with the need to condemn acts of violence although at this 

stage the accused is not found yet Fonnally responsible for these acts? The following statement 

of the Canadian Law Reform Commission seems to give a clear answer to this question: 

Even if we cannot control the future, this does not mean we must ignore the 
present and the past. We still need to do sornething about wrongful acts; to register Our 
social disapproval, to publicly denounce them and to reaffirm the values violated by 
[hem. Criminal Law is not gcared only to the future; it aiso serves to throw light on the 
present-by underlying crucial social values. 

The fairness of this concern is indisputable. Howevei it is clear that it entails a conflict with the 

presumption of innocence, as well as the rule that the bail is not to be used as punishment. 

AIthough, there is little left for the presumption of innocence in the cases of offenders caught 

while comrnitting the act, the supporters of the principles of a fair trial have something to say 

against the application of the tertiary ground. As Tim Quigley argues: 

Although there are obvious situations where it is appropriate to detain a person 
pending trial, sight must not be Iost that, at this stage of the proceedings, he is presumed 

Law Commission of Canada' s Report, Our Criminal Law, (Ottawa Information Cmadal, 1976) at  p. 3. 

-90- 
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to be innocent regardless of the senousness of the offense, the strength of the Crown's 
case or the likelihood of a substantid $1 sentence. indeed, denial of bail may prove to 
be a self-fulfilling prophesy in such ~ircumstances.~ 

Thus, there are two interests that woutd have to be bdanced when determining the value 

of the tertiary ground. in order for the value to be supported, one argument which addresses its 

conflict with the principle of presümption of innocence, would be that if this principie were to be 

applied strictly it would conflict even with the primrtry and secondary grounds. At the stage of 

the pre-trial proceedings al1 accused are presumed innocent. However, it is also accepted chat the 

best interests of the society such as, the safety of its rnembers or the prevention of interferences 

with the administration of justice may prevail over this principle. it is needless to say that the 

denunciation of acts of extreme violence against the rnembers of the comrnunity is, beyond any 

question, one of these interesti 

4.6 Conclusion 

Considering the effects of the pre-trial detention, the grounds that justify denial of the 

rîght to bail should be clearly specified in the StaNtory provisions. The tertiiuy ground invohes 

the same concern, as well as the same pmblems as the "public interest" ground. The vague and 

imprecise wording of section 515(10)(c) of the Criminal Code contains a high risk Ieading to the 

" ~ i m  Quigiey, supn note 1, at p. 254. 
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abuse of the right to bail. Its provision lacks a fair and realistic perception of what is in the 

interest of the cornmunity by perrnitting detention without clear and precise criteria. At the end 

of the day, the application of a vague provision to deny the right to bail would not serve to 

maintah public confidence in the administration of justice. 

On the other hand, the maintenance of public confidence in the administration of justice 

is without any doubt ii very important aspect of the crirninal justice system. The accomplishment 

of the goals of the crirninal justice system depends to a considerable degree on such an aspect. 

The proper application of the primary and secondary grounds would cenainly contribute to 

increase public confidence in the administration of justice. However, there could be cases that 

do not f d l  within .the arnbit of these two grounds. These could be cases of extreme violence, 

where, although there are no grounds for applying the prirnq or secondary ground, it is 

necessary that the criminal justice system condemns the acts of violence. If this aspect of the 

criminal proceedings is to be considered important, then it must be accepted that there is a need 

for a tertiary ground that could express this concem. The current version is too vague and broad 

to fuIfilI this goal. There is a need for a new version of the tertiary ground that could be 

concerned also with the individuais' rights during the criminai process. The new tertiary ground 

must minimize the chances for abuse of the power, by providing clear and specific criteria for 

denying bail. 
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THE INSTITUTION OF BAL IN A CIVIL LAW COUNTRY: A CASE STUDY OF ALBANIA 

5.1 Introduction 

Given the conclusion on the value of the tertiary gound in the previous chapter, this 

chapter attempts to show the importance of the public confidence in the administration of justice. 

The intention is not only to state the sipificance of the principle of the tertiary ground but also 

to open the path for suggesting a new version of the teaiary ground that would be Iess abusive 

than the current one. 

The Albanian crirninai justice system is characterized by the main features of civil Iaw 

systems, the most distinctive one being the obligation to rely only on the written laws. However, 

the criminal procedurai system has some features similar to comrnon law countnes, in that it 

relies on the same principles of the accusatory system. This basicaily means that the criminal 

process involves a debate between two parties, the accusatory one and the accused, before the 

court which adjudicates the conflict. 

The criminai system in Albania adopted the features of the accusatory system only 

around 11 years ago upon the establishment of the democratic regime. The crirninai procedural 
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system during the communist regirne relied on inquisitorial methods, which denied the accused 

the most basic humm rights. The most distinctive procedural rights, such as the right to be 

asisted by a legai counsel, the nght to be presumed innocent until declared guilty by the final 

court's decision, the right to have a fair md due process of law were not recognized. The 

criminal procedural rules of the cornmunist regime allowed the courts to collect evidence and 

present the accusations against the accused and even to prosecute without the prosecutor k ing a 

pxty in the pro~eedings.~~ 

Most of these shortcomings were abrogated upon the collapse of the communist regime 

in 1990. After several mendments to the constitutional provisions related to the rights of the 

accused during the criminid process, the Albmian Parliament adopted a new C h i n a i  Procedure 

Code that couid respond better to the new political, economical and social transformation of the 

country. Amongst the new procedural rules established was also the provision of pre-trial 

release under a property guarantee. 

The scope of the application of this institution is very different from that of bail in the 

Canadian criminai justice system. Alihough the underlying concern is bctsically the same, its 

application in practice is not regarded as having the sarne crucial importance for the fate of the 

proceedings as in Canada. Actudiy this measure is one that Aibanian judges would impose in 

cases involving not very serious charges, where there would not be much h m  to the society if 

the accused absconds. 

Zn Hdim Islami, IIir Panda Kreshnik Spahiu, Artan Hoxha, Commentarv of the Cnniinal Pmcedure Code, 
(Shtypshkronja MSN, Tirane 1996). at p. 10. This is the oniy cornmentriry of the crimind procedure provisions, 
wrïtten by four of the best Albanian practitioners in the criminid taw area. Hererifter referred as 'Commentiuy"- 
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This chapter offers an overview of the principies of pre-trial release in the Albanian 

criminai justice system as cornpared to bail principles in the Canadian criminal justice system. It 

andyzes the reasons for the limited scope of application of pre-trial release in the Albanian 

criminaI justice system, partiy conditioned by the scarce regulation provided by the criminal 

procedurai rules, but also infiuenced by the current political, socid and econornical situation in 

Albania. It also offers suggestions with regard to cefiain situations, which miiy be repaired 

following the example of the respective regulation in the Canadian criminal justice system. 

Beside the legal aspect, this chapter focuses also on the public feelings with regard [O the 

administration of justice in Albania. It argues that public confidence may be riffected also if the 

power to detain is not exerted properly. At the end, it shows that the lack of public confidence in 

the administration of justice rnay have serious consequences for the existence of the mle of Iaw 

state. Consequently, it supports the argument that this aspect of the criminal justice system is 

crucial for its proper functioning. 

5.2 Basic patterns of the Albanian legal system 

As mentioned above, Albanian legal system relies on the prïncipIes of the civil Iaw 

system. As such, the decisions of courts are pn'marily based on the written laws, differently from 

the common law system. The features of the ciML law system could be fonnally distinguished 
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dready at the time of establishment of the royal regime in September 19XX4 The only officiai 

sources of the legal system of the royal regime were the written laws, rnost of which were 

codified following the example of French and Italian legal sy~ te rns .~~  

The communist legai system also had sirnilar characteristics in terms of celiance only on 

the written laws. However, at that time, the judiciai power, as well ris the other two branches of 

power, was very strongly controlled by the ideology of the communist party in power. in this 

sense, the practice of Albanian courts during the communist regime cannot be considered as a 

fully independent judicial activity rendered in the name of justice. 

The real features of the civil law system became distinguisfiable onIy after the 

establishment of the dernomtic legd systern. According to the new regulation, AIbanian judges 

must reiy soIeIy on the written lws.  In case of a Iack of regulation for a specific issue, it applies 

the so-called "analogy of the Law," itccording to which the judges must refer to the legal 

regulation of an maiogue siturition."' However, this principIe is not applicable in the criminal 

proceedings. This is expressly stated in the Albanian Criminal Code, what reflects the well- 

recognized maxim nullum cninen, nrïlla poena sine Iege (scripra et praevia): 

No one may be sentenced for an act, which is not already explicitly provided for by law 
as a criminal offense or contravention- 
No one may be sentenced with a type and merisure of punishment ihat is not provided for 
by law." 

" Aleks Luansi et d. The Historv of the State and Law in Albania, Vol- 2, (Shtëpia Botuese Luansi, Tirana, 1997) 
at pp- 183-18;). 

Id, at pp, 201-205. 

?56 Luan ûmari, F'rinci~les and Institutions ofthe Public Law, (Botimet "Elena Gjika," T ï n a ,  1993). a pp. 164465. 

" Albanian Crimiml Code, i995, at art. 6. 
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Despite the strict rule that judges rnust reIy only on the wntten laws, there is an exception 

for the decisions of the High Court of Albania. This Court may interpret specific IegaI 

provisions with the purpose of unifying the practice in the respective area. Until recently, the 

status of these decisions was not dear. Practically, judges considered these interpretations as 

binding, given the gaps in laws and the fact that they were issued by the highest judicial 

authority, with the power to review the decisions of the lower courts. Formdly this issue was 

not clearly deterrnined. The Constitution of 1998"' provides only that for the purpose of 

unifying or amending the judicial practice, the High Court may choose to review particular 

judicial cases in the joint c ~ l l e g e s . ~ ~  The article does not say more with regard to the binding 

effects of these decisions. In May 2001, Albanian Parliament rimended article 438 of the 

Nbanian Criminal Procedrrre Code addi ng the foIlowing provision: 

The decisions of the Joint Colleges of the High Court are binding for Iower courts in the 
adjudication of sirnilar  case^.^ 

The Joint Colleges of the High Court decide about the need to unify or amend the judicial 

practice in the following cases: 

a) when it is required by any College of the High Court; 

b) when it is required by the Chairman of the High Court; 

c) when the Joint Colleges consider it nece~sary.'~' 

" This is the first real Constitution adopted d e r  the establishment of the demcxntic regïme hou@ a nationwide 
referendum. From 1990. the tirne when the communist regime coltapsed till the time of adoption of this 
Constitution, the caunny was govemed by a package of constitutional Iitws that were far h m  adequate to 
accompiish the purposes of a Constitution- 
t59 Albanian Comritution, 1998, ah 14112. 

Law No. 88 13, dated 175.2001. Forsome additions and amendments in the Law No. 7905. dated X.3.I995 "The 
Crùninai Procedure Code of the Republic of Aibunia, article 55- 
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According to the provisions of the Constiturio!~, the normative acts that are effective in 

the entire temtory cf the Republic of Albania are: 

a. the Constitution; 

b. ratified international agreements; 

c. statutes; 

d. nonnative acts of the Council of Ministers and local go~ernment.'~' 

Administrative acts that are issued by the organs of local govemrnent are effective only within 

the territorial junsdiction of these organs,"' Normative acts of ministers and other institutions of 

the central govemment are effective within the sphere of iheir junsdiction in the entire territory 

of the Republic of Albania, Besides the written Iaws, there exist also mles of customary law, 

which still to this day, hold sway in certain regions of the country, These customary niles are not 

recognised as having a binding force, except when sanctioned in laws. In this case, the substance 

of the customary noms must be recognized the effects of Iaw by P~liarnent. '~ 

The principal source of t.he customary mies is the so-called 14th century Code of Lekë 

DukagjiniZu that regulates different aspects of the Iife in a community, but is particularly noted 

- - -- 

261 Art. 17 of the Law 8588, dated 15.3.2000, For ihe organization and finctioning of the High Court of the 
Republic ofAlbania. 

m~lbanian Constitution, 1998, at an 116. 

Id, at iut- 1IW1.2. 
m L u n  Omaii. see note 256, at p. 181. 
'35 Lekë Dukagjini, was a combatant of the m y  of the Aibanian nationid hem, Gjergj Kasmoti Skenderbeu, and he 
is credited with the establishment of the mies of this Code in the 14th century- However, the written version of the 
Code is atmbuted to a Franciscan monk, Shtjefën Kostandin Gjeçov. Despite this. the Code retained the nme  of 
Lekë Dukagjini. as the person who conceived the d e s  of the Code. AIeks Luansi et al, supra note 254, at pp. 67. 
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for the harsh rules that it imposes in cases of murder and property rights. According to the harsh 

rules of the bloodfeud, until revenge is obtained, males are forced to stay locked in special places 

during the daylight hours. The Code has still a considerable application in the mountainous 

north of the country, where the bloodfeud between families has become a very wide-spread 

phenomen~n.~ However, the application of the customary rules in many occasions does not 

remain faithful to the written version of the Code since it is considered as k i n g  incornpiete. 

Consequently it is easily modified in practice. Despite the measures of the govemment and 

different social organizations to reduce the effccts of the customary rules, the rate of crimes 

committed for bloodfeud reasons has increased significantly re~ent1y.I~~ 

5.3 A brief overview of the criminal justice system in Albania 

The rules of the criminal procedure in Albania are provided by the Criminal Procedure 

Code adopted in 1995, and amended later on by several laws. It was this Code that dso 

introduced for the first tirne in Albania the features of the accusatory system. However, the new 

criminal procedurai regulation did preserve sorne features of the inquisitorial system appiied 

- -- 

AibaNan Helsinki Committee, Rewrts on the Activities of the Albanian Helsinki Co-nee, Vols. 1998-1999. 
257 As written in The Economist, Charlemagne Ilir Meta, critics of the government say the govenunent's conml of 
Aibania's aaditionally lawless mountain region ends at dust lssue of May 2001, at p. 50. 
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during the cornmunist regime. One example for this is the nght of courts to adduce evidence in 

the hearings, independently from the two parties in c o n f l i ~ t . ~  

According to the provisions of the Criminal Procedure Code, the criminal process 

involves two parties: the accusation, represented by the prosecution office and the alleged 

perpetrator assisted by a defense ccunsel. Both parties may present evidence before the court to 

support their allegations. Thus, the body respnsible for criminai prosecution in Albania is the 

prosecution office, It may initiate criminal prosecution on its own motion or upon a ~ornplaint ,~~ 

The crirninal prosecution of certain criminat offenses rnay be initiated only upon private 

corn plaint^.^'^ 

Prosecutors are organized and opente as a centraiized body attached to the judicial 

system. There are prosecution offices in eacch district, On the top of the hierarchy is the General 

Prosecutor of Albania. 'Il ne GenemI Prosecutor supervises the activity of the prosecutors of 

the districts. The Genenl Prosecutor rnay decide to take over the investigation of a case if he/she 

does not a p e  with the decision of the prosecutor assigned to the case, regarding the starting or 

the termination of the crirninal proceedings." 

z6a Albatriun Criminal Procedure Code, 1995, at art 367. 

?"9 Id, at art. 24. 
W This appiies to the criminai offenses provided in articles 85,89, 1W1, 105, 106, 130,239,240.241,243,264, 
275 and 3 18 of the Albanian Cnminal Code, some of which inciude offenses such as, murder upon negigence, non- 
serious intentional injury, nonconsensual sexual intercourse with mature women, intercoune through abuse of the 
position, sexual intercourse with kin persons or under custody. 
ai Albanian Conrtitution 1998, at art 14811. 

~lbanian Cnminal Procedure Code, 1995, at art, 305. 
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The GeneraI Prosecutor may dso dismiss the decision of a district prosecutor regarding 

the refusal to start or tenninate the criminai proceedings of a crise, and decide instead 

respectively, to terminate or stm the crimina1 proceedings. The General Prosecutor may also 

decide to take over the investigations of the case." Despite the centralized structure of the 

prosecution office, according to the Criminai Procedure Code, prosecutors cannot be influenced 

during the performance of their d u t i e ~ . ~  In the exercise of their powers, prosecutors are subject 

to the Consririrrion and I~ws."~ 

During the performance of al1 investigative steps the prosecutor is assisted by the officers 

and agents of the judicial police. Judicial police is a structure composed of members of the State 

. Police that are given investigative powers by lawY6 They are made of two bodies: services of 

the judicial poIice that hnction within the district police offices and sections of the judicid 

police thar function within the district prosecution offices. Both bodies perfon their duties 

under the authority of the prosecution office." 

Consequently, judicial police is a stahis that is given to the State Police by Law. They 

beIong to a governmentd body from the point of view of jurisdiction, chat is the Ministry of the 

PubIic ûrder, but they perform investigative duties under the supervision of the prosecutor 

assigned to the case. Not ail the members of the State Police have the status of the judicial 

Id 

" Id, at art. 2513. 

276 Law No. 8677, dated 02.1 1.7000. For ~ h e  OrgfUIiZLlhh and Funcrionhg of rhehdiciaI Police, Official Jomd 
No. 37.2OO0, 1798. at a r ~  5- 

M, at m. 4. 
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police. The police oficers and agents that will be given this status are selected by a joint 

authority made of representatives of State Police and the Generai Prosecution O i f i ~ e . ~  

As regards the judicid system it is composed of three court levels: District Courts, 

Appellate Courts and the High Court. District and Appellate Courts decide civil, criminal, 

commercial and administrative cases. The Hi& Court judges are organized in civil, criminai, 

commercial and administrative colleges. The military system is included in the criminal justice 

~ystern."~ The Constitutionai Court, established in 1993, has the exclusive power to review the 

compatibility of laws and governmental decisions with the Constitution and international 

 agreement^.^ 

The mernbers of the High Court are appointed by the President of the Republic upon the 

approvûl of the Parliament. The other judges are appointed by the President of the Republic 

upon the proposa1 of the High Council of Su~tice,~' The High Council of Justice consists of the 

President of the Republic, the Chairman of the Hiph Court, the Minister of Justice. three 

members etected by the Parliament, and nine judges of al1 levels elected by the National Sudiciai 

Conference. The High Council of Justice decides dso on the tnnsfer of judges as weI1 as their 

disciptinq responsibility pursuant to taw," According to the Consriturion, the time judges stay 

in office cannot be limited; their pay and other benefits cmnot be lowered  A judge of the 

na M.. ac m. 6-1 1. 
TI9 Albanion Criminal Procedure Code. art- 1311- 

AAlbanian Conrritution, 1998, art. 13 1. 
3 1  Id, a i  art 136. 

Id.. at riR. 147. 

" Id., at art 138. 
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High Court rnay be crirninally prosecuted only with the appmval of the Parliament. Other judges 

may be criminaily prosecuted only with the appmval of the High Council of Justice.% 

5.4 The criminal proceedings 

When information is received in the prosecution office from police or individuals about a 

criminal offense, the case is registered and assigned by the chief district prosecutor to a 

prosecutor who will perform the prelirninary investigation assisted by the judicial police. The 

investigation period begins to run from the day the name of the person to whom is attributed the 

cornmitment of the criminal offense is fiied, not the day when the case is regi~tered.~~ The 

prosecutor rnay aiso decide not to prosecute a case if it is determined that no crime was 

cornmitted or the act committed does nos constitute a criminiil offense or is pardoned by the 

Pre~ident.~' The victim rnay chdfenge the decision of the prosecutor in the District Court, which 

rnay decide the starting of the criniinal proceedings of the case. 

The prosecutor has the power to decide whether it is necessq for the needs of the 

investigation that the suspected person be arrested or be under another security rneasure. The 

Id, at i u ~  137. 

" Albanian Criminal Procedure Code, 1995. at art- 323- 

286 Id. at m. 290. 
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prosecutor rnust ask the District Court to impose a security measurem on the suspect depending 

on the circurnstances of the case. In this case, the prosecutor must motivate the request to 

impose a specific security measure, by showing the needs of s e c ~ r i t y . ~ ~  Thus, it is the 

prosecutor who rnust show why the detention of the accused is necessary. As a rule, the secunty 

merisures are imposed on the suspected individuais before they are informed of the accusations 

against t h e ~ n . ~ ~  Upon the application of the security measure, the respective individuals are 

notified of the accusations against them. 

According to the criminal procedure ruIes, the tirne that a person is informed of the 

accusation against himlher is the moment when he/she becomes a defendant.'gO Tt is the 

prosecutor or the judicial police, authorized by the prosecutor, who must inform the suspected 

person of the accusations against himher. At the hearing for validating the act of arrest 

perfotmed by the prosecutor, the court may decide also to change the security mensure of mest 

into a less severe one. 

Naturally, the individuds against whom a security measure has been imposed have the 

right to complain against the decision of the District Court regarding the measure. They can file 

a cornplaint with the Court of Appeal within 10 days f'm the day they are informed of the 

rneasure or the day it has been appiied. They can aIso complain directiy to the High Court if they 

'87 In Aibanian referred as "coercive memes." Id 

3t m. 24411. 

289 Haiim Islami et al., see note 253, at p. 147. 

" Albanian Criminal Procedure Code, 1995, at art. 34. 
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claim that there has been a violation of the law in the making of the decision by the District 

According to the Criminal Procedure Code, the District Court may impose one of the 

following security measures on the accused: 

a) prohibition to leave the country; 

b) obligation to appear before the judicial police; 

C) prohibition and compulsion to live in a certain place; 

d) property guanntee; 

e) house arrest; 

f) imprisonment; 

g) tempocary hospitaiisation in a psychiatric ho~p i t a l . ~  

In urgent cases, the prosecutor may order the arrest of somebody even without an authorkation 

by the court."" In these cases, the accused are taken into interrogation by the prosecutor of the 

district where the arrest took place. The prosecutor may release the arrested person in case 

hefshe finds out that it was committed a rnistake in the application of the procedural laws, or that 

the arrested person is not the suspected perpetrat~r.~ Otherwise, within 24 hours from the 

arrest, the prosecutor must ask the District Court to vaiidate the decision of arrest. If the District 

'PL Id, at art. 232. 

" This includes also the case when the perpetntor is caught at the moment of  committing the criminai offense- Id. 
Ût art. 252. 

ru Id. at art 257. 
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Court hrts not taken a decision within 24 hours from the moment the prosecutor has submitted the 

request for validating the arrest, the act of arrest becomes invalid and consequently the mested 

person must be released'g5 

Within three months from the registration of the committed criminal offense, the 

prosecutor must make a decision about whether the case should be sent to court, dismissed or 

suspended. The prosecutor rnay extend the term of preliminary investigations for another three- 

month period. Further extensions, each no longer than three monrhs, rnay dso be ûpplied if the 

case requires complex investigations, or when for objective reasons it is impossible to complete 

the investigations within the extended term of the p r e l i m i n q  investigations- However, the term 

of preliminary investigations rnay not be extended beyond the limit of two y e ~ s . ~  In 

extriiordinary circumstances, upon the approval of the General Prosecutor, the terni of 

preliminary investigations may be extended up to one year beyond the two-year limit.-" The 

decision of the prosecutor regarding the extension may be reviewed by a judge oonly upon the 

cornplaint of the accused. In this case the judge may dismiss the decision of the prosecutor 

regarding the extension, change the term of extension or ieave it as it was. 

The security mesure irnposed against the defendant during the preliminary investigation 

will expire if, from the day the investigation has started, the prosecutor has not sent the case to 

court within: 
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a) three months for rnî~derneanors;~ 

c) six months for a criminai offense punishable with a maximum of ten years of 

irnprisonment; 

d) twelve months for a crimind offense punishable with a minimum of ten years or life 

irnpri~onrnent.~ 

During the preliminary investigation, upon the request of the prosecutor, the District 

Court may extend the term of the pre-trial deteniion if the case is complicated and its 

investigation requires more time. The extension rnay be asked only once and rnay not exceed 

three rnonths. The pre-trial detention with the extension rnay not exceed the half of the 

maximum provided for the criminai offence under pr~ceedings.'~~ 

According to article 26312 of the Criminal Procedure Code, the detention shall lose effect 

if, from the day of subrnission of the acts to the District Court, the following tirne periods have 

expired without having the sentence rendered: 

a) two rnonths when it is proceeded for a crirninal contravention; 

b) nine months when it is proceeded for a criminal offense punishable with a maximum 

of ten years of irnprisonrnent; 

c) twelve months when it is proceeded for a criminal offense punishable by a minimum 

of ten years or life impnsonrnent. 

'9.r Id.. at art 324. 

""II Albanian referred as crîmind conavention. These ;ire rninor criminal offenses for which the Crùnuial Code 
provides a punishment by fine or up to 2 years imprisomnent. Id 

Id. at art 26311. 
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According to subparagnph 3 of the sarne article, in cases of appeai, the detention shall 

lose effect if, from the date the sentence in the District Court is rendered, the following time 

periods have expired without having the sentence rendered by the Court of Apped: 

a) two months when it is proceeded for a criminai contravention; 

b) six months when it is proceeded for a criminai offense punishable by a maximum of 

ten years of imprisonment; 

C) nine months when it is proceeded for a criminal offense punishable by a minimum of 

ten yem or life imprisonment. 

The prosecutor or the defendant may also ask the court to change the imposed security 

measure before the.expiration of the above terms to a less or more severe one. The request for 

changing the imposed security measure is reviewed by the District Court within 5 days fmm the 

submission of the request to the court. The District Court can change the security measure to a 

less severe one when new facts are discovered which reduce the needs of security. An example 

would be if evidence were discovered that indicated that the crime was comrnitted in the 

conditions of Iegîtimate defense. The District Court may change the security measure to another 

one also by its own initiati~e.~' 

As it is obvious from this brief description of the proceedings before the case is sent in 

court, the prosecutor has broad powers to decide independently from any other judicid authority 

whether to start the criminai prosecution, to close the crimina1 proceedings initiated upon 

MO M., at art. 26412. 

Id, at an, 260. 
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cornplaint or by the prosecution office's initiative, as well as to reiease individuds in cases of 

illegal arrest. However, once the case is sent to court, the prosecutor cannot make any further 

decision on the case, except representing the accusations in court. 

55 The scope of application of the property guarantee as a pre-trial security measure 

As mentioned above, according to the niles of the criminal procedure law in Albania, 

there exist sevenl security measures as alternatives to the detention in jail during the pre-trial 

pro~eedings?~ ï h e  property guarantee is one of them. Such measure requires that the accused, 

or another person of trust, deposit in a bank account a sum of money as specified by the court, 

which may be seized if the accused faiIs to appear in court?03 

The property guarantee is ri new institution of the crimind procedure rules in Albania. It 

wris inuoduced in 1995, the tirne when the new Criminai Procedure Code was adopted. The 

other security measures had already been applied in the criminal procedure process. The 

adoption of this measure can be traced to the experience of criminal procedural system of sirnilx 

civil law countries, Italy in particuIar. 

See above, note 292. 

Albanian Criminal Procedure Code, 1995, at art 236- 
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As a recently established institution, it does not have a considerable application in 

practice. It does not have a historicd evolution. Its main principles of application are not very 

well shaped and generdly are very abstract. What is more important, release under the rneasure 

of property guarantee in AIbania does not have a constitutional dimension, as it is the case of 

release on bail in the Canadian criminal justice system. This measure is only one of the 

alternative rneasures that judges may impose on the accused. 

As shown above, the obligation of the accused to appear More the judicial authorities 

any time required and the obligation to remain within a certain jurisdiction during the pre-ha1 

proceedings are foreseen as security rneasures on their own, independent of the measure of 

property guarantee.'@' When refemng to the interpretation of the purposes of the measure of 

property guarantee and the one containing the obligation to appear before the judicial authorities 

as required, M5 it can be easily noticed that they both point basicdly at the same goal: to ensure 

the appearance of the accused More the prosecuting authorities: 

When imposing the security measure of the obligation to appex before the judicial 
police, the judge orders the accused to apperir before the local judicial police at a specific 
time and day. .. 
The rneasure of the property guarantee aims to ensure the appearance of the accused 
before the prosecuting authorities any time required. The guarantee is given by the 
accused or another person of trust, who undertake the obligation to pay a certain arnount 
of money, deposited in a bank, in case the accused would fail to appear before the 
prosecuting authorities ... The failure to do so wouId cause the confiscation of the money 
placed as a guarantee for appearing. 'O6 

Sec note 292. 

Hdim Islruni et d., see nate 253. 
306 Id. at pp. 135-L37. 
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It would not be unreasonable to merge the two measures in only one security measure, or 

better to omit the security measure that contains the obligation to appear before the judicial 

authorities, since the measure of the property guarantee already embodies this ruie. Another 

different feature of the property guanntee measure compared to the institution of bail in Canada 

is the fact that this measure does not require the presence of any person in the role of a surety. It 

dlows other individuais to deposit money on behdf of the accused for the purposes of the 

measure, but it does not require them to undertake the obligation to ensure that the accused will 

appear before the judicid authonties whenever required. In other words, an undertaking by 

individuals other than the accused for the purposes of the property guarantee rneasure includes 

only the obligation to pay money in case of Mure to a~pear.~ '  There is no supewisory 

obligation. 

It could be, however, that only those individuals that have an inff uential relationship with 

the accused would undertake the risk to pay the money of the property guarantee in case of 

failure of the accused to Iippear. in other words, informaily they would act as sureties, for rhey 

would influence the accused to comply with the measure for the sake of not losing their money. 

This is maybe the reason why the authors of the Cornrnentary refer to a "person of trust" when 

they speak about the possibility that other individuais pay the money of the property guarantee 

on behaif of the accused. However, this is another issue that needs a better specification in Iaw. 

As a ruie, in the Aibanian criminai justice system, the issue whether the accused is 

reliable enough for k ing released under the property guarantee is determined by the judge in the 

See note 303. 
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hearing regarding the prosecutor's request to impose a secunty rneasure on the a c c u ~ e d . ~ ~ ~  As 

mentioned above, here the judge decides whether the accused is to be detained in jail, placed 

under house arrest or let free, upon irnposing any of the other four security rneasures, including 

the measure of the property g~arantee?~~ 

As a first step, certain conditions must be met for a security measure to be imposed. The 

First condition relates CO the issue whether there is a reasonabIe doubt, based on evidence, 

regarding the commission of the criminal offense by the acc~sed.5'~ According to the authors of 

the Commentary, the provision of this criterion corresponds to the meaning of "reasonabie 

doubt" as intended by the Eriropean Convention on Hrrman Rigltts?" The authors do not 

elaborate more on the standards of the Eriropean Convention on Human Rights with regard to 

ehis issue, but presumably they are refemng to article 5 of the Convention. According to 

subparagraph (c) of article 5 of the Eriropean Convention on Hrrman Riglrts, individuals may be 

deprived of their liberty for the purposes of bringing them before the cornpetent legal authority 

on reasonable suspicion of having committed an offense or when it is reasonabiy considered 

necessary to prevent his comrnitting an offense or fleeing after having done so?" 

For the authors of the Commentary, the term "reasonable doubt" implies a strong and 

believable doubt that has been established after scmtinizing dl the facts collected as evidence. 

See the text at the notes 287-288. 

Id. 

310 ~lbanian Crïmi~f Procedure Code, 1995, at an. 22811. 
311 Halim I d m i  et al.. see note 353, at p. 140. 
312 Council of Eunipe. The Eurowan Convention on H u m  Riehts, Vol. II (Council of Europe Publicûtions, 
Smbourg, 1993). 
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The reasonableness of the doubts must be such as, any person that becornes avare of the 

circumstances of the case and the facts collected as evidence, would conclude that there is a 

reasonable doubt, as intended for the purposes of imposing a secunty rneasure?13 

This rule is sirnilx to the Canadian niles regarding the same issue. The only noticeable 

difference relates to the standards of the reasonableness. According to the Canadian common 

law rules, for a doubt to qualify as "reasonable" it is not necessary that arty person that reads the 

facts and the circumstances of the ,ase arrives to the conclusion that there is a "reasonable 

doubt." Rather it is the judgment of a reasortable person that would be needed for the 

determination of the reasonableness of the "doubt" for the purposes of imposing a security 

measure on the accused.'lJ However, i t  may also be that the term "person" as intended by the 

authors of the Comrnentary implies a "reasonable person" and not just anybody that reads the 

facts of the case. 

Relaied to the condition about the "reasonable doubt" are dso the conditions that the act 

committed must qualify as a criminal offense and that the author must have reached the age for 

criminal re~ponsibility?'~ The former implies that the act comrnitted must be described as a 

criminal offense by the Cnminal Code, and that it must not have exceed the legal terms of 

prescription of the criminai prosecution. This is related to the rule that offenses that have not 

313 Hdim Islami etal., see note 253, at p. 141 [emphasis added]. 
3 14 R, v. Storrey (1990). 53 CCC (3d) 316 (S.C.C.) In this case, the Supreme Court of Canada stated that it is not 
nificient for the police oficer to personally believe that she or he has reasonable and probable grounds to make an 
mat. Rather, it must be objectively established that those reasonable and probable grounds did in fact exkt That 
is to Say a reosonable person standing in the shoes of the police ofîicer would have believed that reasonable and 
probable grounds existed to make the arrest. Id., at p. 324 [emphasis added]. 
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k e n  adjudicated within a specific period of time, provided by the Criminal Code, will no& be 

pmsecuted?'" none of the above two conditions is fulfilled, the court cannot impose a security 

mesure. 

5.5.1 The grorr nds for detention and the criteria of application 

According to the article 22813 of the Crirninal Procedure Code, the security measures 

wiIl be npplied in cases where the accused represents a nsk of absconding, commit another 

offense upon release or the risk that the accused would destroy eyidence or intimidate witnesses 

upon r~lease.~ '~ The listing of the concerns that would justify detention in the Albaninn criminal 

justice system does not correspond completely to the one provided in S. 5 15(1O) of the Canadian 

Criminal Code. Article 22813 of the Albanian Crimirrai Procedure Code provides the following 

grounds for detention: 

a-the fear that the accused would interfere with witnesses and destroy evidence; 

'lS Albanian Criminul Procedure Code. 1995, at ut. 228/2. According to the Criminal Code, article 12, the criminal 
responsibility stars at age of 14 yeius old for crimes and 16 years old for misdemeanors. 

According to luticte 66 of the Crhinal Code. criminid prosecution shdl not be c h e d  out if, fiom the moment 
the offense was committed until the moment that the person is held defendant, the fotlolving terrns have expire& 

a) twenty yem on offenses for which the Iaw provides a punishment of no lower than ten yeius of 
imprisonment or other heavier punishment. 
b) ten on offenses for which the law provides a punishment between t'ive and ten yem of 
imprisonment; 
C) five years on offenses for which the Iaw provides a punishment up to tive years of impnsonment or fine; 
d) ihree yeius for criminai contraventions for which the law provides a punishment up to two yem of 
imprisonment; 
e) two yem for criminal contraventions for which the law provides a punishment of fines. 
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b-the fear that the accused woutd abscond; 

c-the fear that the accused would commit another offense upon release. 

However, the above listing of the p u n d s  for justifying detention is not based on priority. 

For the accused to be detained it is sufficient that one of the above circumstances applies. 

Obviously, these grounds are basicaily the same as the ones pmvided by the prirnary and 

secondary p u n d s  for detention in Canada. They do not, however, include a third ground for 

justifying detention. 

Differently from the Canadian perspective, the abovc provision justifies detention only 

for nsks that the accused will commit crimes as dangerous as the one alfeged to have k e n  

committed or more severe With regard to the factors to consider for the purpose of 

determining the applicability of any of the punds ,  the Criminal Procedure Code does not 

specify nny circumstances. Instead it just requires that each security rneasure must match with 

the dangerousness of the act and the punishment provided, the previous record of the accused, ris 

wefi as any frivoring or aggravating circumstances for the position of the accused. 

The relevant considerations are provided in the Commentary- According to its authors, in 

order to determine the chances for the accused tu commit the sme offense or mother more 

dangernus one, judges must anaiyze the riccused's personality, the circumstances of the case, as 

HaIirn Islruni et al., see note 253, at p. 142. 
318 See Chapm 1. notes 75-76. 
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well as the record of previous criminal offenses committed by the accused?'' This is especidly 

important in cases of recidivists. 

With regard to the concem that the accused would destroy evidence or intimidate 

witnesses upon release, this is the s m e  concem as the one embodied in the secondary ground for 

justifying detention in Canada. According to the authors of the Cornrnentary, the determination 

of this issue would involve the consideration of basically the same factors as in the Canadian 

common law: the circumstances of the case, the character of the accused, the dangerousness of 

the offense committed and the criminal record of the a c c u ~ e d . ~ ~  

According to the criminai procedure provisions, the security measure taken for the reason 

of fear that the accused may interfere with evidence or witnesses, if released, is of temporary 

application. The measure must be repfaced or removed by the court when the rerisons for 

imposing it do not exist anymore. For this reason the court is required to state in the decision 

imposing the respective security rneasure the duration of the measure,"' However, al1 the 

security measures imposed dunng the PR-trial period have a Iimit of application in This 

is another different feature of the pre-trial security measure system in Albania in cornparison to 

the Canadian one, where the security meitsure imposed during the pre-trial period would 

normally 1st until the end of the triaLm 

'" Hdim Islami et al., see note 353, at pp. 142-143, 

rd. at p. 144, 

"' Albanian Criminal Procedure Code. 1995, at art 245. 

3n ~ e e  note 299 and the text afier the note 300. 

S. 523 o f  the Canadian Crùniml Code. 
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Once the above conditions are met, judges rnust refer to the criteria that are provided in 

the Criminal Procedure Code, with regard to the determination of the necessary security rneasure 

for each c 3 ~ e . 3 ~ ~  In a general overview of these concems, it could be noticed that they are very 

sirnilar to the concems that underlie the grounds for justifying detention as applied in Canada. 

Not only this, but also the circumstances that must be taken into consideration by Aibanian 

judges before imposing a security rneasure are similar to those established in the Canadian 

system with regard to the release on bail. 

According to the ftrst criterion, the security measure m u t  match the security needs for 

the concrete case?" in other words, the greater the need for security the more severe musc be the 

secutity measure. The need for security, as rnentioned above, is related to the risk of the accused 

to abscond, to continue the criminal activity or to interfere with the administration of justice. 

According to the Comrnentary, al1 these circumstances must be proven and reasoned by the 

prosecutor at the hearing where the issue of the security measure is de~ided."~ 

Another criterion relates to the maintenance of a fair relationship between the importance 

of the offense committed, the sanction provided for it and the type of the secunty measure that 

would be imposed, According to the authors of the Commentary, this mle is tlexible. It is 

related to cases where the cornmitment of a paru'cular criminal offense is accompanied by a 

Albanùlll Criminal Procedure Code, 1995, at art. 229. 

Id.. at p m  1. 

' ~ 5  Wim IsIami et al.. see note 253, at p. 144. 
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strong public response, in these cases, although the punishment provided by law for the offense 

is not a severe one, judges must consider the effects of the case in the above ~ e n s e ? ~  

This interpretation is concerned basically with the same value as the tertiary ground for 

denying bai$ in the Canadian system. It requires the Albanian judges to consider the public 

feeiings with regard to the offense committed, when determining the needs for a security 

measure. The difference is that there is not a direct link between this power and the principle 

relaied to the need to maintain public confidence in the administration of justice. There is no 

further elaboration by the authors of the Commentary with regard to the purpose of considering 

public feelings in the determination of the necessary security rneasure. Moreover, as mentioned 

above, this rule is not listed in the grounds for denying release provided by article 37813 of the 

Criminal Proceditre Code.3x In other words, according to authors of the Commentary public 

feelings alone are not a valid ground for denying release but they could still be considered with 

other circumstances. 

It is actudly hard to imagine how judges would deal with the flexibility of this rule in 

pmctice. They are expected to be sensitive to these cases and balance both the senousness of the 

offense conunitted, the social response, as well as the sanction provided for it as a p~nishrnent.3~ 

~p 

" id 
" See the text after the note 3 17. 

Hdim Islami et al., see note 253, at p. 144. 
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The fact that the provisions of the Criniinal Procedrtre Code do not require expressly the 

consideration of the public feelings when imposing a security measure is also another pr0blern.5~~ 

A third circumstance that Albanian judges must consider when deciding about the 

security rnertsure that must be imposed, is the existence of factors that could aggravate or 

improve the position of the accused. Cases with aggravating circumstances would be, for 

example, cases of recidivists who would be in a worse position than an accused that has 

cornmitted an offense for the first time; or the case of an accused that has committed an offense 

intentionaliy, who logically is more dangerous than somebody that has committed an offense due 

to negligen~e?~' 

Given the fact that the detention in jail is a very severe measure, Aibanian judges are 

expec ted to impose the mesure of detention in jail during the pre-trial proceedings on1 y if none 

of the other security measures is suitable. This is stated in article 230 of the Cnininal Procetlrcre 

Code, according to which detention in jail may be imposed only when the dangerousness of the 

accusec! and the offense cornmitted is such that no other measure would be appropriate given the 

circumstances of the case. 

It must be kcpt in mind that the Commentay is not a buiding document It is based on the practice of the courts 
and it is intended to assist judges in the interpretation of laws, but it does not have a Iegid force. 

"' Hali IsImi et al., see note 253, at p. 144. 
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5.6 Practical observations 

The hirness of the concem embodied in each of the above guidelines is undeniable. 

However, their application in each case is a matter of discretionary power of the judges. 

Although the d e s  provided in the Criminal Procedwe Code are obligatory to be relied upon by 

the Aibanian judges when deaiing with the issue of the type of the security mesure to be 

imposed, their inherent abstraction can reduce their eficiency, Thus, as the authors of the 

Comrnentary acknowledge, it is very ensy to experience subjective attitudes by the judges due to 

the improper evaluation or bdance of d l  the circumstances of the crise, as the above guidelines 

r e 4 u i ~ e . ~ ~ ~  

The Iimited application of the release of the accused under the property g u m t e e  could 

be attnbuted also to the limited parantees that this institution offers in itself. Little cnn be 

expected by a measure that offers only financiai responsibilities in case of Mure  to comply with 

it. The Crimitral Code does not foresee the act of non-cornpliance with it as a criminai offense in 

itself. Actuaily, there is no aiminal responsibility for the accused for non-compIiance with any 

of the security meaisures other than irnprisonment or house i1m2st.f~~ The only consequence that 

would derive from the failure of the accused to comply with the security rneasure imposed by the 

333 Article 323 of the Albanian CrÏntinaI Code provides crimimi responsibility for the deuinees that escape from jail 
or the place where they are kept duÎng deteniion- 
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court is provided in the Criminnl Procedwe Code: it foresees only the replacement of the first 

mesure with a more severe one?34 

This gap is of considerable importance in relation to the determination of the risk that the 

accused will abscond. The lack of criminal responsibility for non-cornpliance with the security 

measures, other than irnprisonment and house arrest, means that there would be no criminal 

record for the accused for not cornplying with these measures. As discussed in the chapter on the 

primary ground, the previous record of the accused is significant for determining the chances to 

abscond. Thus, it would be hard to prove the attitude of the accused towards the courts' orciers if 

there is no record of previous attitude. 

Besides the shortcomings of the legal regulation, the current political, econornical and 

social situation in Albania is not adequate enough to provide the necessary conditions for the 

proper application of release of the accused upon a property gumntee. The phenomenon of 

illegai crossing of the borders by Albanians is a well-known problem nt the political level, and 

unfortunately the rate of this type of offense is still considerably high?3s The Rasons behind this 

phenomenon are complex but to a high degree they are related to the deficiencies of the judicid 

and political system to respond effectively to the criminal activity in Albania. 

3W Albanian Crùninal Procedure Code, 1995, at art. 23 1. 

335 See dm the p a g e  at The Economist, see note 267. 
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The process of transition from a communist to a democntic country is aiso another factor 

to consider. Since 1997336 Albania has experienced a continued political instability, limited 

financial resources, politicai pressure and endemic c~rniption."~ Currently, courts operate with 

very limited material resources and inadequate legal libraries. The destruction of many court and 

police records during the civil disorders of March 1997 and September 1998 senously irnpaired 

the abiIity of prosecutors and police to investigate and prepare cases properly. Police especially 

Iack faciIities and appropriate equipments to respond efficiently to the hi@ rate of the 

criminaiity. Given the current situation, there is a concem arnongst common people regarding 

the inefficiency of the judicial system to deal effectively with the rate of the criminal activity in 

Albania.338 

Very often, judges are attacked by public opinion as being subjected both to bribery 

ritternpts but aIso to intimidation."' Moreover, during the last four years, the reputaiion of 

judicial officiais has been senously undermined, due to the appointment in the positions of 

"6 in 1997, AIbania experienced strong civil disorders caused by the collapse of the so-called "pmd schemes" 
which collected money fmm the individuals towards a payment of a high interest. It was a money laundering 
activity and there were allegations that the then in force govemment was involved in this financiai scandai. Most of 
Albanians lost al1 dieir savings in this event. Civil disorders followed the collapse of the schemes, drrring which 
people invaded miliiary bases and got armed. Despite the efforts of the govemment to colIect the militxy weapons 
and munitions. a considerable part is still in the hands of individuals. See British Helsinki Human Rîghts Group. 
ALBANIA 1997: Politics and Purees, at htm:/lwww.bhhr~.ore/albania~albania1997/albania1W7.h~ (Visiied on 
$une 19. 2001). Fot more on the pynmid schemes events read Lindsay Percivai, Aibania: Pwamid Schemes 
Common Across Eastern Eurooe, at htt~~Iwww.rferl.or~ncalfeanires/1997/~~/~.R~.9701~617~6~3.htd. (Visited 
on June 19,2001): The Economist, Issue of February 24, Gening Better, 2001 at p. 53. 

" Albanian Helsinki Cornmittee, Report of October-Decembet 1998. at pp. 8-9. 

See also International Helsinki Fedenrion for Humn Rights. Rule of knv Concem in Albania and Turkey. at 
htmJ1www.ihf-hr.or4OSCE 1997linterven.htm. (Visited on Apnl29,2001). 

"9 Carlson S., A Study of the Judicial Sysrern in rhe Republic ofrllbania, (Soros Foundation, Legd Resource Center. 
Tirana, Albania, 1997) at pp. 27-28. 
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judges and prosecutors individuals with only a 6-month legai e d u c a t i ~ n . ~  The scarce legd 

education of judges of this category had senous consequences in practice, reflected in informal 

influences in the work of judges, Given the unstable social politicai and economical situation, 

the pre-trial release of accused charged with serious crimes is one of the most debated issues 

repxding the ineFficiency of the judicial authorities to perfom their duties. This issue has evven 

caused institutiond conflicts between the police and the justice bodies. Very often police daim 

that the inefficiency rests with judges who release the criminals, due to bribery and corruption. 

On the other hand, the judicial authorities often blme the govemment for shifting the 

burden of corruption to the judiciary. An example of this conflict is an incident in Shkoder, 

where the District Court released several persons that were arrested by the local police. After the 

release, the police brought a demonstration in front of the courthouse in sign of protest for the 

release. The event was widely covered by the media. According to the Institute for Policy & 

Legd Studies the judges of the case argued that that there was not enough evidence to 

keep the suspects in jail, sornethinp overlooked in rnost the media coverage of the eventtZ 

Police however did not agree with it. 

" Decision No. 133, (1994) of the CounciI of Ministers "For the Opening of Tnining Courses for the Staff of the 
Prosecution Office. Judicial Police and Courts" (unpublished). More than 400 persons attended these courses. Some 
of them were fiom those families that had been persecuted by the communist regime for their politicai convictions, 
but most of them were identified as loyal followers of the Dernomtic Party that was in power during that time. At 
the end of the term of six-month. they were permitted to take examinations at the Facuity of Lnw of T i a  
University, leading to the issuance of Iawyers' diplornas, and appointment in various positions in the judiciclry 
system, including the positions of judgs and prosecutors. Albanian Helsinki Cornmittee, supra note 172, Report of 
Imuary-Mxch 1998, at p. LO. 

" ' ~ h e  Instinite for PoIicy and Legal Studies (PLS), is a non-protit, opentiond NGO located in Tima. AIbania, 
and an affrliate of the East-West Management Institute, Inc. (EWMI), a New York based not-for-profit organization 
dedicaied to prornoting economic reform in developing and tmnsitioning economies. 
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Another conflict that caused other institutional tensions between the authorities in 

Albania happened just recently, in ApriI 2001. The case had a very complex outcome for the 

judges of the case. It involved the pre-triai release of a very dangerous dmg trafficker under the 

property guarantee of 30 000 US$. The accused, Kudret Hoxha, was ordered by the District 

Court of Fier to be detained for only 20 days, This order was challenged in the Court of Appeal 

of Vlora, which decided to reverse the first decision and ordered the detention of the accused 

without a litnit. The case was finaily submitted to the Penal Coilege of the High Court in 

Febniary 02, 2001, which decided to uphold the decision of the District Court of Fieri. Upon 

release, the accused escaped the ~ountry.~' 

The Prime Minister, ilir Meta, the Minister of Justice, Arben irnami and a group of 

deputies asked the Parliament to vote a motion for dismissing the judges of the High Court that 

decided the case. It was submitted that by reieasing the accused, the judges had committed acts 

that undennine seriously their position as judges. According to the motion, the judges of the 

High Court had illegally favoured the position of the accused, by intentionally ignoring the 

existence in the case of circumstances justifying detention, as provided by articles 228 and 229 

of the Criminal Procedure Code.w The Parliament, however, did not reach the necessary 

rnajority for dismissing the High Court judges and the case was closed. Regardless of the 

reasoning of the High Court regardhg the release of the accused?' the fact that the accused 

342 [PSL, Organlzational Study of the Albanian Judicial Sertor: Court Adminirtration, at 
hitri~fi~ls.orelset~ices/iudiciaVi6~html. (Visited on June 05,2001). 

"3 Albanian Assembly, A Motion presenred ro the Assembly, No. 759, dated 1 1.04.2001. 

3-" Id., ût p.2- 

W5 Due to lack of publications of the most recent decisions of the High Court of Abania, 1 was unable to get a copy 
of the decision. AU the relevant information is provided by the copy of the Motion presented in Parliament and 
newspapers in Internet 
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escaped the country upon release is sipificant. Given the dangerousness of the offense and the 

current political, econornicai and sociai conditions in AIbania, it is surpnsing that the accused 

was found to be reliable for the purposes of the primary ground. 

Incidents Iike the above two demonstrate the existing tensions between the police, the 

judiciq and the executive authorities in Albania. They are consequences of the inherent 

institutional problems and the irnrnaturity of the criminal justice system in Albania. Naturdly, 

these conflicts, together with the other circurnstances as described above, have influenced 

negatively the confidence of the public in the administration of jusrice. In these conditions, it is 

not hard to see the release on bail fading to accomplish its purposes. The obligation of the 

accused and other rnembers of the comrnunity to comply with the requirement of the release on 

bail would fade, as it has already happened in AIbania. The lack of trust would rnake people 

mort to actions of self help. 

Thus, the situation in Aibania represents quite the opposite from the one experienced in 

Canada. Given the limited scope of application of the release under the property guarantee 

measure, the Albanian judicial system formdly has greater powers to detain than there are in the 

Canadian Iegai system and it still operates in a lack of confidence by the public. It could be that 

if there were another ground to detain related to the public confidence in the administration of 

justice, there wouid be fewer chances for release of potential criminals. Would it actuaily 

improve the situation? 
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It is obvious that the problem rests elsewhere. As show above, the low level of 

confidence is not related merely to the fact that Albanians expect the justice system to be more 

concerned with the public image of the system. That would actudly help, but the roots of this 

attitude are mainly related to beliefs that justice is not responding efficiently to the rate of 

crirninality due to corruption and other institutional problems. As shown above, the system is 

not "tough" enough to put in practice the powers already piven. Even in the event of a p a t e r  

power to detain, such as in the narne of public confidence in the administration of justice, it is 

unlikely that the system would operate differently. What is needed is a better institutional 

cooperation, as well as a strong will to fight against the crirninal activity. 

5.7 Conclusion 

The merisure of property guarantee as provided in the Albanian crirninal system is very 

simiIar to bail in Canada. It relies on the sarne principles and considerations. There are however 

big ciifferences in the perception of the importance of the rneasure as a procedurd sstep. In 

Albania, release under the property guarantee is not a procedural nght; it is only one of the 

alternative measures to detention. Also it does not have a constitutional aspect, as it is the case 

in Canada. Consequently, the effects in practice are also very different. 

Beside this, the existing legai framework of the propexty guanntee in Albmia is not 

adequate enough to ensure an efficient application of the measure in practice. There are no 
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sanctions for not complying with the measure and no sureties required. The criteria for the 

determination of the proper security measure are abstnct and easy to abuse. In short, this Iegal 

framework permits far more detention that it might be necessary. 

The gaps of the Iegal regulation are however only one side of the probiem. The social 

and political situation is also problernatic. For reasons related to lack of experience, poor 

institutional coopention and corruption, the system is showing incornpetence to exert properly 

its powers. As a result of this situation Albanians lack confidence in the criminal justice system. 

The signs of this attitude can be observed at the increasing rate of crimes commitied for 

bloodfeud reasons. This situation has inevitably affected also the efficiency of the appIication of 

release on bail. It is hard to pretend that individuals comply with the requirement of this measure 

when the system shows inability to deal properly with their cases. Rather than another gound to 

detain, the showing of a suong will to fight against the criminality would irnprove the situation 

and increase the public trust in the administration of justice. 
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Pre-trial release is a procedural step of significant importance for the accused. Release of 

the accused on bail is one of the most controversial parts of the criminal process. The 

fundamental principles of liberty, the presurnption of innocence and due process of law, as well 

as the principle of criminal accountability, al! interact at this juncture. The maintaining of a fair 

balance between these principles is crucial for the rights of the accused but obviously it is ais0 a 

very difficult task. Only an experienced criminal justice system, with a long tradition in the 

process of cornmitment to the principles of a fair criminal process, can succeed in reconciling the 

conflicting principles involved in bail proceedings. In this regard, the comparison between 

Canada and Albania is particularly appropriate. Even in Canada, however, the process of 

reconciiiation has k e n  difficult and controversial at the level of the tertiary ground. 

-A summary of bail rules in Canada 

The bail system in Canada shows a hiph degree of maturity with regard to the recognition 

of the importance of al1 these principles. The gounds for denying bail in Canada have evolved 

actively over the years. Onginally, at cornrnon Iaw, bail could be denied only for reasons related 

to the need to ensure the appearance of the accused in criai. After the case of R. v. Pltillipsw6 it 

was established that release on bail could be denied also for reasons related to the need to 

356 See note 50. 
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prevent the accused from committing another offense upon reiease. The Bail Refurm Act of 1972 

codified the two grounds estahlished in common law under the labels ptimary and second- 

grounds. It a i s ~  sanctioned new grounds for justifying derention, namely when it is necessary in 

the public interest, and to prevent the accused from interfering with the administration of justice. 

In order to detennine the application of the prirnary ground, Canadian judges analyze 

such circumstances as the senousness of the offense charsed, rhe strength of the case against the 

accused, the accused's record with regard to cornpliance with coun orders and the accused's ties 

to the community. The determination of the nsk of the accused absconding is based on an 

overaIl evduation of di these circumstances. Auributing more importance to one over the others 

is genenlly not supported. However. recentiy the ties of the accused to the community ;ue being 

mated with sorne degree of preference for the purposes of ensuring the rippemnce of the 

accused in court. 

The "public interest" part of the secondrtry p u n d  was found in 1992 to be 

unconstitutionai by the Supreme Court of Canada in the case R. v. Mor~les .~'  Until this case, 

this ground was interpreted as being concerned mainly with the public image of the 

administration of justice. The Supreme Court found this ground vague, too broad and not able to 

provide guidance for Iegal debate. As such, it stnick it d o m  as incompibie with s- 1 l(e) of the 

Charter, which requires the showing of 'cjust cause" for denying bail. 

See note 7. 
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The determination of whether the accused is a nsk to the safety of the public is based on 

an andysis of the crimind record of the accused, the nature of the offense, the strength of the 

evidence against the accused, the fact whether the accused was aiready on bail at the time the 

offense was comrnitted, and the character of the accused. As for the risk of the rtccused 

interfenng with the administration of justice, ir is based on an assessment of the conduct of the 

accused after the cornmitment of the offense, the character of the accused, the type of offense, 

and the relationship between the accused and the victim. As with the primary grounds, the issue 

of release under the secondary ground is based on a collective and balanced assessment of al1 

these considerritions. 

In 1997, the Canadian Parliament inmduced another version of the public interest 

ground, comprising a tertiary ground for detention. According to the new tertiary ground, 

detention is justified in two cases: for any other jusr cause king shown; and for concerns related 

to the need to maintain confidence in the administration of justice. After two constitutional 

challenges in the cases R, v. MacDo~igal~~ and R. v. Hall,w9 ttiis ground is currently pending 

constitutional scmtiny in the Supreme Court. 

The tertiary ground is a reformulation of the part of the secondary ground dealing with 

detention in the public interest. Al1 factors for consideration under the tertïary grounds, such as 

the strength of the case, the p v i t y  of the nature of the offense, the circurnstances surrounding its 

commission and the potential for a lengthy term of imprisonment were the main considerations 

3M See note 229. 

"9 Set note 2. 
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for the walysis of the ground of "public interest." The tertiary ground mises sirnilar 

constitutional arguments. It is as vague and broad as the "public interest" ground and it cannot 

mount to "ust cause" for the denial of bail. Given these problems, the tertiary ground will 

likely not pass the constitutional threshold of "just cause," as required by S. 1 l(e) of the Charter. 

On the other hand, public confidence in the administration of justice is extremely 

important to the proper functioning of the ciminal justice system. Despite the questions 

regarding the relationship of the purpose of the tertiary ground to the bail system, the concem of 

the tertiary ground is surely a valid one. There cannot be an efficient criminal justice system 

without the support of the public, The case of Albania is instructive in this regard. 

-Cornparison with Albania 

Similar to bail rules in the Canadian criminai justice system, the grounds for justifying 

detention in the Albanian criminal justice system are related to the fear that the accused will 

abscond, the risk of committing another offense upon reiease or intefiering with the 

administration of justice. However, there is no tertiary ground for denying release on bail, as is 

the case in Canada. 
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The property garantee measure has a very limited application in Albania in pnctice. 

This is related to the shortcomings of the respective legd frarnework, the inadequate socid 

environment and the problems at the institutional and political level. As far as legai safeguards 

are concerned, the effectiveness of the measure in practice is negatively affected by the lack of a 

sanction in the case of failure to comply with the security measure, and the absence of sureties to 

provide supervision. Also, the d e s  for denying release are abstnct and general, pem-tting 

more detention thm rnight be necessary. 

Other problems rest with the administration of justice. Due to lack of experience in the 

administration of the new criminal justice system, institutional conflicts and corruption, the 

judiciai system f i l s  to meets its duties. These problems have inevitably undermined the 

confidence of the public in the administration of justice. The consequences of this attitude are 

reflected in the high rate of crimes comrnitted to render self help and the increasing phenornenon 

of the bloodfeud. 

Naturally, the problems in Albania are of a different nature to the situation in the 

Canadian bail system. However, in the legal aspect, some of the rules applied in Canada 

regarding refease on bail cm be easily implemented in the Albanian criminai justice system. 

Thus, if the failure to comply with the property guarantee measure is made a criminai offense, 

this would inevitably change the attitude of the accused and the public toward the obligation to 

comply with it. The provision of sureties as intended in the Canadian system wouId ais0 be 

helpful. Given the reliance only on codified Iaws, a better determination of the factors to be 
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considered for denying release c m  be provided by the provisions of the Criminal Procedirre 

Code itself, rather than by academic work such as the Commentaq of its provisions. 

Suggestions with regard to the new tertiary ground 

In the Iight of the above arguments, the current tertiary ground as provided by S. 

515(10)(c) of the Cannciim CrimUial Code must be modified due to its vagueness and broadness. 

As regards to the undedying concem of the tertiary gound, the importance of its value rnust not 

be ignored. The expenence of Albania is instructive in terms of the importance that the criminal 

justice system relies on the public confidence. Bail is an integral part of the criminal justice 

system and as such mut be concerned with the public feelings; otherwise its goals cünnot be 

accomplished. 

The proper application of the primary and secondary grounds would also help to maintain 

public confidence in the administration of justice. On the other hand, there are cases where this 

concem of the tertiary ground is not fostered by the primary and secondary grounds. These are 

cases of outngeous crimes involving shocking violence, where the facts do not support detention 

on the prirnary or secondary gound. The need to condemn these acts is surely a concern that 

raises no doubts about its ~Iationship with the public feelings. Although the supporters of the 

presumption of innocence would still be agrùnst its application, bail as an institution of the 
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criminal iaw must be concerned with the need to denounce and disapprove acts of exueme 

violence. 

However, there must aIso be a bdance between this concem and the individuals' nghts 

during the criminal process. The situation in Albania shows that a broader and standard-less 

power to detain can be abused and cm work against the promotion of public confidence. This 

must be avoided. One choice for applying a new tertiary ground with less potential for abuse is 

to restrict its application to oniy a nurnber of offenses invofving extreme violence. This will 

require the cirafting of a Iist of offenses whose commission is li keiy to affect the public feelings 

in genenI. The list wouId include a number of offences such as rnurder. attempted murder, 

aggravated assault, aggravated sexual assault. However, this might prove to be under. inclusive 

due to the fact that rnany seemingly Iess serious oifences can be committed in circumstances that 

shock the community. To address this issue, the Iisted offences should be supplemented by 

adding the following proviso of "any other offence against the person comrnitted in 

circumstances that shock the conscience of the community." 
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